
Abstract

ZHONG, JINGHUA. Modeling and Control of Piezoceramic Actuators for Nanoposi-

tioning. (Under the direction of Stefan Seelecke.)

Actuators from piezoceramic materials have established themselves in a large number of

applications, especially nano-scale positioning tasks because of their high-frequency response

behavior and their essentially infinite resolution. However, the potential of these actuators

has been impaired by the lack of adequate hysteresis models and control methods to com-

pensate the undesirable non-linear, hysteretic and rate-dependent behavior of piezoceramic

materials. In this thesis, representative actuation experiments are conducted on a typical

commercially available piezoceramic stack actuator to characterize the rate-dependence of

its hysteretic behavior over a large stroke under different loading rates. A strongly physics

oriented energy model is implemented to verify its ability in modeling dynamic hysteretic

behaviors. By extending this model, a computationally efficient implementation is devel-

oped with a drastic improvement in speed. Finally, a preliminary version of the energy

model for the piezoceramic material is implemented in an optimal control program to illus-

trate the features and potential of the method. The implementations constitute the basis

for future development of advanced realtime control algorithms for piezoceramic actuators.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

Recent years have seen unprecendented growth in nanotechnology and the emerging of

its supporting industry. Despite the fast progress in the field, any commercially viable

product inevitably relies on its manufacturing ability. Among all the enabling technologies

in nanomanufacturing, the most basic one is the task of positioning. Regardless of the

assembly approach, manufacturing of nanoscale structures will always rely on the ability to

precisely control the motion of machine tools or manipulating devices.

Devices such as translation stages are commonly used in the area of nano-scale posi-

tioning, e.g., scanning microscopy applications, optical fiber alignment, or general nano-

manufacturing tasks. Several industrial companies manufacture and supply these stages

and their actuators, e.g. [17][27]. They almost all employ actuators made of so-called ac-

tive materials, specifically piezoelectric or magnetostrictive materials. This is due to the

high-frequency response behavior and the essentially infinite resolution of these materials,

which are two most desirable features in the context of efficient nanopositioning. In particu-

lar, piezoceramics are much more commonly used because of the special power requirement

of magnetostrictives [47].

Even though tremendous progress has been made in the area of hardware development

to enable higher positioning and sensing speed using active materials[7], it appears that the

control algorithms represent the bottleneck with respect to improved performance. Most

controllers are based on conventional PID feedback methods, which have originally been

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

developed for linear systems. Piezoceramics, however, can be considered to behave linearly

only to about 15% of their maximum field strength [5]. In addition, they exhibit undesirable

characteristics like hysteresis, creep, temperature dependence and rate dependence. The

performance of the controller is severely deteriorated by the overshoot, phase delay and

stability problems caused by the undesirable material behavior under large strokes and

bandwidths. If one is to make more efficient use of the actuator, he has to account for

the highly nonlinear and hysteretic material behavior and incorporate it into the control

algorithm.

A first step in the direction of improved control algorithms is a method known as adap-

tive feedforward control. It is based on the representation of the system and the control

as finite impulse response filters (FIR), the coefficients of which are determined by least

mean square algorithms. A detailed overview of its application to the control of smart

structures is given in [4], see [22] and [46] for a general theory of adaptive filters and de-

sign. The method, however, is restricted to linear systems or systems that can be linearized

and thus is only applicable in the low drive level range. A next step is the introduction

of non-linear models into the feedforward control. In [20], a feedforward model-reference

control method has been applied to improve the scanning accuracy in a scanning tunneling

microscope. Three different models have been used, however, all of them imply that the

hysteresis non-linearity has either local memory or symmetrical behavior, both of which do

not exactly represent the hysteretic behavior of piezoceramic actuators. Also, a pure feed-

forward method in a non-linear environment is always prone to drift away from the desired

behavior, so a logical improvement is a hybrid method, which couples a non-linear model

with a feedback controller. This method is also known as inverse compensator method,

and it has been successfully applied to the control of piezoceramic actuators in [19] and

[12], magnetostrictive transducers in [34], and shape memory alloys in [6], [13] and [44]. A

general overview can be found in [18] and [43].

All the aforementioned methods have in common that they try to address robustness and

stability issues, but none of them takes optimality into account. Optimal control is attractive

as it aims to minimize some cost functional like energy consumption or final time. Some

attempts toward this end have been made for shape memory alloys and magnetostrictive

materials. In [30], a SMA hysteresis model is implemented into an optimal control code
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to control the shape of an adaptive beam actuated by a SMA wire. In [41] and [42], the

authors compute an optimal control for a magnetostrictive actuator based on an infinite time

horizon optimal control problem. Due to the large computational effort, these approaches

have up to only recently been confined to offline simulations. In [33], an approach for a

magnetostrictive actuator is presented, which combines perturbation feedback control with

a nonlinear optimal control method, thus allowing an online implementation. In a series of

papers [25], [29], [31] and [32], a similar method has been developed for the optimal control

of shape memory alloy actuators. It is based on the concept of a parametric optimal control

process combined with a sensitivity analysis, and it reduces the computation time for an

optimal control process to the order of nanoseconds. Thus, it has become clearly real-time

capable, and, in particular through the combination with a strongly physics-oriented model

for the material behavior, the method can be regarded as the basis for the development of

extremely efficient control algorithms for active materials actuators.

Regardless of the control theories, the accuracy and efficiency of the model constitute

the basis of all model-based control methods. Numerous models have been proposed in

the past decades to model hysteresis, most of which are motivated by research in magnetic

materials [23]. For piezoceramics, microscopic models at the grain or lattice level are rarely

employed for control purposes due to the large number of parameters and states involved.

Macroscopic hysteresis models are typically low-order and based on empirical principles,

e.g. the classic Preisach model [26] and its variations [10][11], plasticity-based models [21],

and other even more phenomenological models based on curve fitting [8][49]. Despite the

success of these models in quasi-static or fixed frequency conditions, the absence of physical

parameters makes it difficult to incorporate frequency, temperature or load dependencies

and adapt to changing operating conditions. Also, most of these models only consider part

of the hysteresis loop with a unipolar field [12], which limits the available stroke of the

actuators. Semi-macroscopic (mesoscopic) models, including the model that will be used in

this thesis, are derived from energy principles and try to combine microscopic mechanisms

with macroscopic averages to obtain physical parameters [3][16]. They usually provide

a good compromise between capturing the physical properties of the material and being

computationally efficient, so that they represent a natural choice for the implementation

into a control algorithm.
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Due to their close resemblance in microstructure (Figure 1.1) and similarity in macro-

scopic behavior such as hysteresis, non-linearity and Curie temperature, SMAs, piezoce-

ramics and magnetostrictive materials can be described in a unified framework [36]. In

[37], Smith and Seelecke proposed a free-energy-based model for homogeneous single crys-

tal piezoceramics, which is a direct extension of the Müller-Achenbach-Seelecke theory for

shape memory alloys [25][29]. The effects of non-uniform lattices, variations in effective

fields, and polycrystallinity are introduced by incorporating appropriate distributions in

the free energy formulations. The physical parameters in the model greatly alleviate the

difficulty to accommodate changing operating conditions for traditional Preisach models,

which typically use a large number of unphysical parameters (see [35] for details).

Figure 1.1: Left: SMA Martensite twins[40], Right: Piezoceramic domains[28].

1.2 Thesis Objective

The objective of this thesis consists of three major components: experimental investigation

on the hysteretic behavior of a typical piezoceramic actuator, modeling of hysteresis, and

feasibility studies of the model in an optimal control problem.

First, we will conduct several types of representative actuation experiments on a typical

commercially available piezoceramic stack actuator. We are mostly interested in the rate-

dependence of its hysteretic behavior over a long travel range under different loading rates.

The second and also the major part of the work is to improve and implement the energy
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model introduced at the end of section 1.1. In terms of improvement, we will focus on the

computational efficiency of the model while retaining its energy basis, with the goal in mind

that the model will be used for control applications.

Finally, we will study the feasibility of applying the energy model for the piezoceramic

material in an optimal control problem. This will serve as the starting point for future

development of advanced realtime control algorithms.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis is divided into five chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 motivates the necessity of the research along with a literature review of the

previous work on modeling and control of active materials. This chapter also outlines the

objectives and structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 details the experiments conducted on a commercially available piezoceramic

actuator. In particular, actuator response is recorded under electrical loads of different

orders of reversal. Sinusoidal and piecewise linear loads are applied to the material, with

frequencies and rates from as low as quasi-static to as high as the experimental equipments

will allow.

Chapter 3 provides a thorough derivation of the model. The chapter starts by reviewing

the energy model for single crystal piezoceramics and its extension for polycrystalline ma-

terial. With the physical principles established, we will first present a straightforward but

computationally expensive implementation of the model. We then propose a different im-

plementation with significantly improved efficiency. The improved model is verified against

the first implementation and a set of parameters will be identified for the material behavior

recorded in Chapter 2.

Chapter 4 presents the first results of an optimal control approach to piezoceramic

actuators. An earlier and simplified version of the energy model is implemented into an

optimal control package, and two exemplary cases are simulated to illustrate the features

and potential of the method.

Finally, Chapter 5 will provide concluding remarks on the results and comment on future

work of the project.



Chapter 2

Experiments

This chapter introduces the experimental setup that was used to characterize the hysteretic

behavior of a piezoceramic actuator and summarizes the experimental results. The actuator

is investigated under pure electrical loading only. Sinusoidal and piecewise linear loads are

applied to the material, with various magnitudes of frequencies and rates.

2.1 Experimental Setup

2.1.1 Test Specimen

The actuator chosen for the experiments is a commercially available PZT stack actuator

from Physik Instrumente (www.pi.ws), Model P-802.00. This model has the best open-loop

resolution in the product line and lowest current requirement, allowing easier setup and

measurement. The actuator is made of the PIC151 soft PZT ceramic material proprietary

to the PI Ceramics Company. The time effects of bulk PIC151 materials under eletrical

loading have been detailed in [45] and [47]. Previous research on this material provides

us with basic information on the properties of the material and helps us verify our own

experimental results, but the experiments in [47] are focused on the behavior of the material

under constant electric fields and full cyclic electric fields under quasistatic conditions, while

we are more interested in the material behavior in its actuator range under dynamic, higher

frequency loads. Important technical data of the actuator is listed in Table 2.1.

The actuator comes with epoxy insulation and heat shrink tube for protection and strain

relief of the wire leads to facilitate mounting and driving. The standard operating voltage

6
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Table 2.1: Technical data for P802.00 PZT stack actuator
Open-loop travel @ 0 to 100V 6 µm±20%

Open-loop resolution 0.06 nm
Push/pull force capacity 1000/5 N
Electrical capacitance 0.7 µF±20%

Dynamic operating current coefficient(DOCC) 15 µA/(Hz×µm)
Unloaded resonant frequency(f0) 55 kHz±20%
Standard operating voltage range 0 to 100V

Standard operating temperature range -20 to 80 ◦C
Dimensions(with heatshrink packaging) 7×7×9 mm

Dimensions(without packaging) 5×5×9 mm
Layer thickness 0.1 mm

Number of active layers 80
Equivalent surface area 2000 mm2

range of the actuator is defined in a range where non-linearity is less obvious, and the

actuator has been prepoled to full positive polarization in the manufacturing process. With

the goal to understand and model the hysteresis, we drive the actuator with a much wider

voltage range. In practice, we found the actuator to work properly with at least ±150V,
which converts to an electric field of ±1.5kV/mm. The material itself can survive an electric
field of up to 5kV/mm [47] but the stack layer packaging of the actuator is not rated for

such high voltage ranges. We have found one of the specimens to break down after being

driven at 200V (2kV/mm) for an extended period of time. The displacement response of

the broken actuator is almost unaffected, but the leakage current is significantly higher than

normal. Therefore we limit our experiments to a range of ±150V(±1.5kV/mm). The largest
negative field without repoling the actuator to negative polarization is -0.4 kV/mm, so we

consider -0.4 to 1.5kV/mm to be the largest range for use as an actuator. The amplifier for

driving the actuator (Model PZD350 Dual Channel Piezo Driver, Trek, Inc., Medina, NY)

is capable of outputing ±350V at a slew rate greater than 500V/µs with a current limit of
200mA.

2.1.2 Strain Measurement

To measure the strain of the actuator, a fiberoptic displacement sensor (Philtec RC12,

Philtec, Inc. Annapolis, Maryland U.S.A.) is used to measure the displacement at the
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front surface of the actuator. The sensor has a standard resolution of 0.075 micron from

DC-20kHz. Accounting for the additional noise in our connection, we measured the the

sensor signal to have an effective resolution of 0.1 micron. The strain of the actuator is

calculated by dividing the measured displacement by the total thickness of active layers. At

150V(1.5kV/mm), the actuator has an extension of 13.3 microns, which converts to a strain

of 13.3/(100× 80)× 100% = 0.16625%. Figure 2.1 shows a picture of the mounted actuator
together with the tip of the foberoptic sensor. The actuator is glued to the mounting cap

with epoxy, and its front surface is covered with a reflective tape to satisfy the optical

requirement of the fiberoptic sensor.

Figure 2.1: PZT actuator mounted with fiberoptic distance sensor.

2.1.3 Polarization Measurement

The polarization in piezoceramic materials under electrical loading is most commonly mea-

sured using the Sawyer-Tower method [9][47], which is also what we use in our experiments.

The schematic drawing of the test circuit is shown in Figure 2.2.

The key to the Sawyer-Tower method is the use of a reference capacitor connected in
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PZT151

250VDC
Voltage
Source

133.5uF
Reference Capacitor

High Impedance
Electrometer
Keithley 6514

PI 802.00
Stack Actuator

Discharger Discharger

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Sawyer-Tower circuit for polarization measurement.

series with the PZT actuator, as shown in Figure 2.2. Polarization is defined as the dipole

moment per unit volume or alternatively, the amount of charge per unit area. The charge

on the PZT can not be measured directly, but the reference capacitor always takes the

same amount of charge as the PZT because they are connected in series. The charge on the

reference capacitor is

Qr = UrCr, (2.1)

where Ur is the voltage across the reference capacitor and Cr is the capacitance of the

reference capacitor. The polarization of the PZT actuator can then be calculated as

Ppzt =
Qr

Apzt
=

UrCr

Apzt
,

where Apzt is the equivalent area of the stack actuator. For the P802.00 actuator, Apzt =

2000mm2. In the experiments, the voltage on the reference capacitor is first fed to a Keithley

6514 electrometer, which acts as a high impedance buffer to improve measurement quality.

The voltage is then monitored and collected by the AD acquisition card in the computer

control system, which is detailed in the next section.
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The choice of capacitance for the reference capacitor plays an important role in the

measurement and control of the experiments. In principle, the capacitance of the reference

capacitor should be as large as possible, so that its voltage Ur is neglible compared to the

voltage on the PZT and the voltage output from the amplifier Uamp acts almost entirely

on the PZT. This also makes it easier for the AD system to measure the voltage on the

reference capacitor, eliminating additional signal conditioning for high voltages outside the

range of the AD board. To call the reference voltage Ur negligible, the reference capacitance

Cr must be at least 1000 times larger than the PZT actuator capacitance Cpzt. However,

the capacitance of the P802 PZT actuator is at least 0.8 uF1, making it almost impossible

to find a reference capacitor with a capacitance three orders of magnitudes large.

In our setup, we use 4 high-quality low-leakage polypropylene capacitors (Model X300,

ASC Capacitors, Ogallala, NE) in parallel to get a reference capacitor of Cr = 133.5uF. Cr

is large enough to bring the reference voltage Ur into a desirable range of the AD acquisition

system, but Ur can still be as high as 6V when the amplifier output Uamp is equal to 150V.

In this case, the voltage on the PZT is only Upzt = Uamp−Ur = 150− 6 = 144V. This is an
error of 4% if we do not account for the voltage drop on the reference capacitor and consider

Upzt to be equal to the amplifier output Uamp. Therefore, we do not neglect the reference

voltage when applying the voltage to the PZT. The voltage on the reference capacitor is

measured and added to the prescribed PZT voltage in the control computer in real-time

and the sum is used as the control signal to the amplifier. When the sampling frequency

of the control system is high enough, the error of the PZT voltage due to the voltage drop

on the reference capacitor will be compensated. This way we guarantee that the voltage on

the PZT is indeed the voltage that we prescribe. Our computer control system samples at

20kHz and the voltage error on the PZT is maintained below 0.5%.

Another requirement in the measurement of polarization is the task of properly discharg-

ing the PZT and the reference capacitors after each experiment, otherwise the charge on the

reference capacitor will keep accumulating until it overflows the AD/DA system. For this

reason, two discharger circuits using magnetic relays are added to the system, which are also

controlled by the computer. When the experiments are finished and the discharger circuits

1This is the capacitance in the normal operating range. In the repoling process, the dynamic equivalent
capacitance of the PZT becomes much larger.
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are activated, the PZT actuator and the reference capacitor will be separately discharged

with a 10kΩ resistor.

2.1.4 The Computer Control System

The computer control system for the experiments consists of two computers: One host com-

puter for prescribing the test process, and one target computer dedicated to the execution

of the experiments.

The experiments are conducted using MATLAB 6.5/Simulink 5.0 with xPC Target 2.0.

Simulink models for the experiments are first compiled into xPC Target programs in MAT-

LAB/Simulink on the host PC running the Windows2000 operating system. Subsequently,

the target programs are transferred to the target PC, the only task of which is to run the

target program in a special real-time operating system environment. The performance of

the host PC has no influence on the performance of the program running on the target PC.

The target PC features an Athlon XP 1.6GHz CPU with 1GB of memory and runs the xPC

Target 2.0 Real-time Operating System. For the Simulink applications used in our experi-

ments, the target computer is capable of executing the model equations and storing outputs

in RAM within a time step of 0.00005 second, which is equal to a sampling frequency of

20kHz.

After compiling and downloading the model application to the target computer, addi-

tional control on the prescribed test voltages is available from the host computer using a

Matlab script file that updates the model parameters on the target conputer. The collected

experimental data is sent back to the host computer after each experiment for post pro-

cessing and storage. The simulink models and associated Matlab control scripts for the

experiments are documented and included in the appendices of the thesis.

The control voltage to the amplifier and discharger, the voltage signal from the reference

capacitor, the voltage and current monitor signal from the amplifier, and the voltage signal

from the fiberoptic displacement sensor are all sent or received through one multi-channel

AD/DA acquisition board (NI 6052E, National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX) in

the target computer.
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2.2 Actuator Behavior under Pure Electrical Loading

This section summarizes the test results of the P802.00 PZT stack actuator under pure

electrical loading. Within the capability of the amplifier, both full major hysteresis loops

and actuator loops (partial loops in the actuation range) are measured from quasistatic to

the highest loading rates allowed. Sinusoidal and piecewise linear loads are applied to the

actuator to better characterize the polarization vs. field and strain vs. field behavior of the

actuator. Significant rate-dependence of the hysteresis loops are observed from the data.

Furthermore, creep-like relaxation behavior under constant electric field is also recorded

and analyzed.

2.2.1 Test Procedures

The strong hysteretic properties of the material behavior lead to different polarization states

at zero electric field depending on the prior history. Ideally, the actuator should start from

a state of either full positive or full negative polarization so that the history of the loads

can be reliably tracked with respect to the full outer hysteresis loop. In all the experiments,

we choose to start from a full positive polarization becuase the P802 stack actuator has

been fully pre-poled to a positive polarization in its manufacturing process, and depoling

it to a full negative polarization would require a voltage that could be harmful to its layer

packaging. The PIC151 soft PZT can be considered fully poled at an electric field of

2kV/mm [47], but as described in section 2.1.1 we have found the actuator to start breaking

down after working at this range for an extended period of time. On the other hand, at 1.5

kV/mm, the actuator already begins to show saturation in its phase transformation process,

as can be observed in Figure 2.3, which shows a polarization vs. electric field hysteresis

loop between ±1.5kV/mm. Based on these considerations, we always load the actuator
to 1.5kV/mm and let the actuator saturate at this field before any of the experiments.

In addition to loading the actuator to different return points, we hold the electric field

constant after reaching the last point to observe the creep-like relaxation behavior of the

actuator at different fields in different loading directions. At the end of the experiments,

the electric field is slowly unloaded back to zero. The standard loading procedures for all

the experiments are:
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1. Load the actuator from 0 to 1.5kV/mm with a 0.1Hz sinusoidal load (5 seconds);

2. Hold the electric field constant at 1.5kV/mm for 10 seconds to allow for full polariza-

tion;

3. Start the experiment from 1.5kV/mm;

4. Hold the electric field constant at what the experiment ends with for 10 seconds to

record the relaxation;

5. Unload the actuator back to zero field with a 0.1 Hz sinusoidal load (5 seconds).

In the above procedures, steps 1 and 2 intialize the PZT to its maximum positive

polarization and step 5 finalizes the experiment. Only the data in steps 3 and 4 are relevant

to each experiment and recorded in the post-processing stage on the host computer.
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Figure 2.3: Polarization vs. electric field hysteresis loop under a maximum field of
±1.5kV/mm.

The frequency range of the experiments is mainly limited by the maximum current

available from the amplifier. The relationship between maximum amplifier output current,

voltage and operating frequency can be approximated as (from PI Website)

imax ≈ fmax · π · Cpzt · Up−p,
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where imax is the peak amplifier current[A], fmax is the maximum sinusoidal operating

frequency[Hz], Cpzt is the PZT actuator capacitance[F], and Up−p is the peak to peak drive

voltage. Therefore the maximum frequency is

fmax ≈ imax
π · Cpzt · Up−p

. (2.2)

The amplifier that we have is limited to a maximum current of 200 mA. In the actuator

range from -40V to 150V, Up−p is equal to 190V and Cpzt is approximately 0.8µF, so

according to Equation 2.2 f max ≈ 0.2/(π × 0.0000008 × 190) ≈ 418 Hz. For a triangular
wave input, f linmax ≈ fmax × π/2 ≈ 656 Hz, which converts to a loading rate of 250 kV/s. In
the full range from -150V to 150V, fmax = 265 Hz and f linmax = 416 Hz, which converts to

about 170 kV/s. These are ideal approximations of the maximum rates. In reality, several

other conditions limit the maximum operating frequency.

First, the PZT capacitance can not be considered linear because more current is needed

when phase transformation occurs. 0.8µF is the lowest static measurement of Cpzt. During

the experiments, Cpzt will be dynamically changing and the maximum frequency will be

lower than the theoretical approximation, especially in a full hysteresis loop where a large

number of domains are transforming. Second, when the applied voltage switches direction

at a reversal point, the current will be changing its sign. The amplifier output will start

fluctuating when this sudden change in current combined with the voltage exceeds its power

limit. This fluctuation will cause a large error in the output voltage at the reversal points

and so should be avoided. Based on these considerations, the maximum reliable rates for

the amplifier that we found are shown in table 2.2

Table 2.2: Maximum loading rates for different voltage ranges.
Sinusoidal(Hz) Linear(V/s)

Actuator range (-40V to 150V) 100 10000
Full range (-150V to 150V) 1 100

2.2.2 Full Major Hysteresis Loops

The first set of experiments are full major hysteresis loops between the full range of

±1.5kV/mm. These are the most commonly investigated loops in hysteresis research. Fig-
ure 2.4 shows an example of all the data recorded in such an experiment, in which the
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actuator is driven by one cycle of a sinusoidal load at the quasistatic frequency of 0.1Hz2.

The prescribed electric field, polarization, strain and current are all recorded along with the

time, and the relationships between these data are shown in the 8 subfigures. Subfigures (a),

(c), (e) and (f) are the evolution of the electric field, polarization, strain and current over

time. Subfigure (b) shows the hysteretic relationship between the polarization and strain.

Subfigures (d) and (f) show the most important polarization vs. electric field (P −E) and

strain vs. electric field (S − E) hystereses. The S − E curve is often referred to as the

butterfly curve because of its shape. Finally, subfigure (h) shows the creep-like relaxation

in strain over the last 10 seconds of the experiment, during which the electric field is held

constant at the end point of the load. In this example, the end point is also the starting

point at E =1.5kV/mm, therefore the phase tranformation is almost saturated and the

polarization and strain increased only very little during the 10-second holding period.

Several important physical properties of the PZT material are revealed in a full outer

hysteresis loop, such as the remnant polarization and the coercive field, which are crucial in

the modeling of hysteresis. The remnant polarization is the polarization after the material is

unloaded to zero field. The coercive field is often defined as the field at which the material

obtains zero polarization. They can both be read off subfigure (d) in Figure 2.4, which

shows a polarization vs. electric field hysteresis loop.

In subfigure (d) and (f), we can see that the absolute value of polarization and the

strain at −1.5kV/mm are both slightly lower than those at +1.5kV/mm. This is due to the
fact that the material had been fully pre-poled to a positive polarization and we start the

experiment from+1.5kV/mm. Since we started from a positive polarization, at−1.5kV/mm
we have not repoled all the domains with a positive polarization, so the loop we observe

is actually an inner loop that is slightly biased to the positive side of the polarization. To

obtain a completely symmetric outer hysteresis loop, the material must either start from a

"virgin" state (the initial state after being cooled down from above its Curie temperature

at zero external electric field, where the initial overall polarization becomes zero so that

a symmetric alternating load starting from this point will result in a symmetric loop), or

2This is the lowest frequency of all the experiments. Because of the requirement to compensate for the
voltage error caused by the reference capacitor, the target computer must sample at 20kHz even though the
experiments are at a much lower rate. xPC target does not provide options to decimate collected data online.
Data files generated from experiments lower than 0.1Hz are too large for the host computer to download
and process. This problem is expected to be solved by the next version of the xPC target system.
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be fully repoled to a negative polarization during the experiment. Neither of these two

conditions could be satisfied due to the pre-packaging of the PZT stack.

In subfigure (b), a significant hysteresis is observed in the strain vs. polarization curve,

which is counter-intuitive to the usual assumption that the strain is quadratically related to

the polarization and the S-P curve is a perfect parabola. This phenomenon is also observed

and discussed in the work of [45], [48] and [47]. In particular, [48] proposed a tentative

explanation that the hysteresis is caused by the domains undergoing two successive slower

90 degree swtching processes instead of a faster 180 degree switching process. The hysteresis

is expected to vanish at higher frequencies, at which the 90 degree switching does not have

enough time to take place and the 180 degree switching process dominates. Although our

test results at a low frequency confirmed their findings, we did not observe the parabolic

curve under the highest reliable frequency range allowed by our equipment. For a full

outer loop, the maximum current exceeds the limit of the amplifier at a frequency of 4Hz,

therefore we load at a maximum frequency of 1Hz to guarantee the reliability of the data.

At 0.1Hz and 1Hz, the S-P hysteresis curves that we observed are almost exactly the same.

Further understanding of this hysteresis will require experiments at higher frequncies and

more thorough studies of the micromechanisms of the material, which are not at the scope

of this thesis.

The current signal shown in subfigure (g) takes its peak value exactly when the po-

larization takes the sharpest change and draws the most power. The peak current in this

0.1Hz example is about 0.6 mA. As we have discussed in the previous section, the maximum

current is proportional to the loading frequency, so the maximum current will approach the

200mA limit at as low as 4Hz, which is why we have limited the reliable maximum frequency

to 1Hz for this particular type of experiment.

A second example of outer hysteresis loop is shown in Figure 2.5. The only difference in

this experiment is that the electric field loads are piecewise linear at a rate of 0.1kV/mm/s,

as shown in subfigure (a). For the linear load experiments, the loads are also applied at two

rates, the lowest being 0.1 kV/mm/s and the highest being 1 kV/mm/s. The characteristics

of the curves are very similar to those observed in the sinusoidal experiment.

In all the characteristics and properties of the actuator, we are most interested in the

rate dependence of the P-E and S-E hystereses for modeling purposes. Full hysteresis loops
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Figure 2.4: Full hysteresis loop experiment with sinusoidal loading at 0.1Hz.
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Figure 2.5: Full hysteresis loop experiment with piecewise linear loading at 0.1kV/mm/s.
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at different rates are plotted together in Figure 2.6. The curves in the top row are under

sinusoidal loads at 0.1Hz(solid) and 1Hz(dashed), and the curves in the bottom row are

under linear loads at 0.1kV/mm/s(solid) and 1kV/mm/s(dashed). Regardless of the type

of loading, the hysteresis loops are all widened at higher loading rates, indicating a higher

coercive field. The faster loops have a smaller polarization and strain at −1.5kV/mm. This
shows that less domains are able to transform within the shorter loading cycle, a clear

evidence of rate dependence.
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Figure 2.6: Full hysteresis loops under different frequencies and rates. (a) and (b): sinu-
soidal load at 0.1Hz(solid) and 1Hz(dashed); (c) and (d): linear load at 0.1kV/mm/s(solid)
and 1kV/mm/s(dashed).

2.2.3 Minor Loops in the Actuator Range

Inspection of the butterfly loop, e.g. Figure 2.5(f), reveals that for actuation, it is not useful

to go through the whole range of electric fields. We can see that the maximum range of

actuation is achieved between 1.5kV/mm and −0.5kV/mm. Lowering the field below the
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latter value results in an increase in strain rather than a further decrease. Typical actuator

applications drive the piezoceramic between 0kV/mm and 1kV/mm, where the behavior is

only mildly nonlinear and the hysteresis is comparatively small. In our experiment, we cover

mainly the full range from −0.4kV/mm to 1.5kV/mm, which increases the actuator stroke

by 100%. However, in this range, the hysteresis can not be considered small any more, and

its details are at the focus of the studies in this section. We drive the actuator to varying

reversal points within the actuator range at different frequencies to characterize the hystere-

ses. For sinusoidal loads, the frequencies are 0.1Hz, 1Hz, 10 Hz and 100Hz. For piecewise

linear loads, the rates are 0.1kV/mm/s, 1kV/mm/s, 10kV/mm/s and 100kV/mm/s. Figure

2.7 and Figure 2.8 are two lowest-rate examples for the experiments in the actuator range,

shown in the same way we presented the two full hysteresis examples in the previous section,

one with a sinusoidal load and the other with a linear load.

In Figure 2.7, subfigure (a) shows the type of voltage signal applied. The electric field

on the actuator starts from 1.5kV/mm, comes down to −0.4kV/mm, and then returns to
1.5kV/mm. This is the largest loop in the actuator range. From subfigure(g) we can see that

the peak current also occurs when the polarization takes the sharpest change. In subfigure

(d), we no longer see a symmetric P − E loop, but a loop that looks like the profile of a

wing. The desending branch of the loop is actually part of the full outer hysteresis loop,

with more and more domains transforming when the electric field approaches -0.4kV/mm.

The ascending branch, however, is only a small minor loop with respect to the full outer

hysteresis loop. The phase transformation is most prominent at about 0.4kV/mm. The

hysteresis in the strain vs. polarization curve is not as obvious as that of the full outer loop

but still quite visible, as shown in subfigure (b). The linear example in Figure 2.8 is very

similar to the sinusoidal one, except that the current signal is so low at this rate it is almost

completely buried in the background noise.

In the following sections, we will show different types of minor hysteresis loops within

this actuator range. For each experiment, a complete set of data as illustrated in the two

examples have been recorded, but in the sequel we will concentrate on the P −E loops and

S −E loops and only show their shape characteristics under low and high frequencies.
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Figure 2.7: Actuator loop experiment with sinusoidal loading at 0.1Hz.
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Figure 2.8: Actuator loop experiment with linear loading at 0.1kV/mm/s.
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Minor Loops Type 1

The first type of experiments are shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. A series of curves

are plotted in the same figure. They all reverse from a point on the descending outer

loop and return to the starting point at 1.5kV/mm. The return points are chosen to better

demonstrate the shape of the minor loops within the range. The electric field is then held at

1.5kV/mm for 10 seconds. The sinusoidal load experiments are conducted at 4 magnitudes

of frequencies from 0.1Hz to 100Hz, and the linear load experiments are conducted at

4 magnitudes of rates from 0.1kV/mm/s to 100kV/mm/s, but only experiments at the

lowest and the highest rates are plotted in the figures, because experiments at neighboring

frequencies are too similar to be discernible on the same plot. Subfigures (a) and (c) show

sinusoidal load data at 0.1Hz and 100Hz, while subfigures (b) and (d) show linear load data

at 0.1kV/mm and 100kV/mm. The same plotting arrangement will also be used for all

other types of experiments hereinafter.

Rate dependency can then be observed from plots on the same column. Take the largest

loop for example, at 0.1Hz, polarization has come down to about 0.12 C/m2 and strain has

reached about 0.02% at the reversal point. At 100Hz, the polarization has only reached

0.16 C/m2, a 0.04 C/m2 difference from the low frequency result at the same reversal point.

The strain for the 100Hz loop also stops at a higher value of 0.035% for the same reversal

point as the lower frequency loop. They all show that fewer domains in the PZT are able

to transform at higher frequencies.

The linear load experiments show almost the same phenomenon and very similar hys-

teresis loops. They mostly differ from the sinusoidal load curves at the reversal points. The

sinusoidal experiments have a more gradual change in electric field at the reversal points

so the loops look more rounded at the reversal points. The linear loops have a sudden rate

change at the reversal points and therefore have sharper reversal shapes. This is best seen

in the magnified view of the reversal point.

For the same frequency or rate, the ascending loops from different reversal points are

similar in that their fastest tranformation almost all occurs at 0.4kV/mm. But the higher

the reversal point is, the less non-linearity is seen in the curve. In the ten second holding

period, very little relaxation is observed at the end point for this type of experiments due to

the fact that the phase transformation is nearly complete at 1.5kV/mm so the polarization
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can increase only by a very small amount.
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Figure 2.9: Minor loops type 1: Polarization. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear
0.1kV/mm/s; (c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.

Minor Loops Type 2

The second type of experiments are shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12. These curves

all reverse from a point on the ascending loop and return to the lowest electric field at

-0.4kV/mm. The electric field is then held at -0.4kV/mm for 10 seconds. Just as the first

type in section 2.2.3 is intended to show the similarity and difference between the asending

minor loops, the second type is intended to show the features of the descending minorloops

from different reversal points. This family of desending loops, as we can see in the figures,

are very similar in shape.

The relaxation period at the end of these experiments exhibits a noticible drop in po-

larization and strain, even for the curves at the lowest frequencies and rates. Therefore the

lowest frequency of 0.1Hz is still not slow enough for a real quasistatic case, but it is quite

close. We also observe that, although the low frequency curves start relaxing from a lower

point and the high frequency curves start relaxing from a higher point, they all relax to

almost the same level, indicating a fixed equilibrium point for each electric field.
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Figure 2.10: Minor loops type 1: Strain. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear 0.1kV/mm/s;
(c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.
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Figure 2.11: Minor loops type 2: Polarization. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear
0.1kV/mm/s; (c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.
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Figure 2.12: Minor loops type 2: Strain. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear 0.1kV/mm/s;
(c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.

Minor Loops Type 3

The third type of loops are a bit more complex than the first two types. They first reverse

from a point on the descending outer loop, then close a small minor loop and return to the

first reversal point, as shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. The field change for the small

minor loops is 0.5kV/mm peak to peak. The field is finally held at the reversal point for 10

seconds.

The minor loops all take the shape of a weaving shuttle, although minor loops at higher

fields are narrower. The relaxation behavior is similar to what has been observed in the

previous type of experiments, but in this type of experiments, the constant electric fields are

at different reversal points, allowing us to observe the relationship between the relaxation

and the electric field. At the same loading frequency or rate, more relaxation is observed at

lower reversal points, especially the −0.4kV/mm one, which is close to the negative coercive
field of the material. For the same reversal point, more relaxation is observed after a faster

loading cycle, because the domains of the actuator have less time to transform and will stop

at a higher polarization level before the relaxation process. For the same reversal point,

the actuator always relaxes to the same level, regardless of the frequency used for previous
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loading before the 10-second holding period. This behavior will be discussed in more detail

later with figures showing the relaxation process over time.
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Figure 2.13: Minor loops type 3: Polarization. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear
0.1kV/mm/s; (c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.

Minor Loops Type 4

The fourth and last type of experiments is intended to show the opposite of the third type.

The actuator reverses from a point at the ascending outer loop, completes a 0.5kV/mm

peak to peak minor loop, and then returns to the reversal point on the ascending outer

loop. The electric field is then held constant at the reversal point. Curves for different

reversal points and loading frequencies and rates are shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16.

Again, we can see that the shape of these minor loops look like a weaving shuttle and

becomes narrower as the field of the reversal point increases. Unlike the previous type of

experiments, the relaxation behavior is not very prominent on these ascending loops. The

increase in polarization and strain after the 10-second holding period is hardly noticeable.
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Figure 2.14: Minor loops type 3: Strain. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear 0.1kV/mm/s;
(c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.

Relaxation Behavior

In Figures 2.13 and 2.14 of section 2.2.3 (Minor Loop Type 3), we have seen very noticeable

relaxation during the 10-second constant field period at the end of each experiment. We

have also seen that at the same reversal point, the curves almost always relax to the same

final strain level. To better demonstrate this behavior, an example of the relaxation in

strain is plotted over time in Figure 2.17. The constant field for these curves is fixed at

−0.2 kV/mm. Subfigure (a) is the relaxation after sinusoidal loads at 0.1Hz and 100Hz;
Subfigure (b) is the relaxation after linear loads at 0.1kV/mm/s and 100kV/mm/s. They

show the same type of relaxation behavior. The experiment at a higher loading rate will

have less phase transformation and thus start from a higher strain point. Then during the

constant field period, the strain drops asymptotically towards an equilibrium and overlaps

with the relaxation curve for the experiment at a lower rate.
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Figure 2.15: Minor loops type 4: Polarization. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear
0.1kV/mm/s; (c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.

2.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented experimental results at different rates for the full outer

hysteresis loop and four types of minor loops in the actuator range. From these experiments,

we have observed that

1. The coercive field increases with the loading rate. This can also be expressed alterna-

tively that at the same electric field, less phase tranformation occurs at higher loading

rates, indicating the existence of a relaxation time for the material;

2. Minor loops in the actuator range have very similar shapes, regardless of the location

of reversal;

3. For a positively poled actuator, more relaxation is observed in a descending loop than

an ascending loop.

4. At the same constant field level, regardless of the previous loading rate, the actuator

relaxes asymptotically toward the same final strain level.
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Figure 2.16: Minor loops type 4: Strain. (a) Sinusoidal 0.1Hz; (b) Linear 0.1kV/mm/s;
(c) Sinusoidal 100Hz; (d) Linear 100kV/mm/s.
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Figure 2.17: Relaxation: (a) After sinusoidal loads; (b) After linear loads.



Chapter 3

Modeling of Hysteresis

In this chapter, we try to model the hysteretic behavior of the piezoceramics presented in

the previous chapters. We will begin with an introduction to a basic single crystal model

for piezoceramics. With the physical principles established, we will extend the basic model

to polycrystalline materials. Then a modified parameterization method will be proposed to

improve the computational efficiency of the model.

3.1 Energy Model for Single Crystal PZTs

One of the central goals of this thesis is to model the rate-dependent behavior of piezoce-

ramics. Therefore, the model must be based on physics as closely as possible, while being

computationally simple enough for control applications. In this thesis, we start with a

mesoscopic one-dimensional energy model proposed by Smith and Seelecke [38]. It is devel-

oped with the assumption that dipoles in a single crystal with uniform lattice spacing have

two orientations, which are denoted by (+) and (−), depending on whether the Ti4+ ion is
displaced upward or downward with respect to the center of symmetry (see Figure 3.1).

For a typical mesoscopic domain consisting of a number of equally poled lattice cells, the

model assumes the following multiparabolic representation for the Helmholtz free energy

density ψ as a function of the polarization P :

ψ(P ) =


1
2E1 (P + PT )

2 , P ≤ −PI ;
1
2E1 (P − PT )

2 , P ≥ PI ;

1
2E1 (PI − PT )

h
P 2

PI
− PT

i
, |P | < PI .

(3.1)

31
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In Equation 3.1, PT , PIand E1 are related to physical properties, which can be extracted

from an electric field vs. polarization diagram. PT denotes the remnant polarization, PI

the onset of the switching process, and E1 is the reciprocal of the slope of the (E, P ) curve

(see the bottom row of Figure 3.2).

The switching processes in the material can be interpreted as phase transformations

with the polarization as the order parameter. The kinetics of these phase transformations

are determined by the electric-field-dependent barriers and minima in the Gibbs free energy,

which is related to the Helmholtz free energy in Equation 3.1 through the Legendre trans-

formation G = ψ − EP . This dependence is illustrated in Figure 3.2 for increasing field

values (from left to right) together with the corresponding polarization vs. electric-field

behavior.

Figure 3.1: PbTiO3 crystal lattice cells with positive and negative polarization

Due to the ever-present thermal activation, all domains fluctuate about their equilibrium

polarization values. From Boltzmann principles, the probability of attaining an energy level

G is

µ(G) = Ce−G/kT , (3.2)

where k denotes Boltzmann’s constant. The expected average polarizations due to domains

with positive and negative polarizations are then given by
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Figure 3.2: (a) Helmholtz energy ψ and Gibbs energy G for increasing field E;
(b) Polarization P as a function of E for a single crystal with uniform lattice.

hP+i =
R∞
PI

Pe−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdPR∞
PI

e−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdP
(3.3)

hP−i =
R −PI
−∞ Pe−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdPR −PI
−∞ e−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdP

, (3.4)

and the average polarization for the whole actuator is

P = x+ hP+i+ x− hP−i , (3.5)

where x+ and x− denote the fractions of domains with positive or negative polarization,

respectively. These phase fractions evolve in time according to the differential equations

ẋ+ = −p+−x+ + p−+x− (3.6)

ẋ− = −p−+x− + p+−x+, (3.7)
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which can be simplified to

ẋ+ = −p+−x+ + p−+ (1− x+) (3.8)

through the identity x++ x− = 1. Here p+− and p−+ denote the transition probabilities of

a domain switching from one polarization to the other. They are computed by

p+− =
1

τx

e−G(E,PI(T ),T )VD/kTR∞
PI

e−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdP
(3.9)

p−+ =
1

τx

e−G(E,−PI(T ),T )VD/kTR −PI
−∞ e−G(E,P,T )VD/kTdP

, (3.10)

where τx is the relaxation time of the material and VD denotes the activation volume of the

domain. The ratio VD/kT determines the fluctuation of polarization about the equilibrium

values due to thermal activation, and together with τx, this ratio dictates the frequency

dependence of the hysteresis loops. The solution of Equation (3.5) specifies the hysteretic

relation between E and P , as is depicted in Figure 3.2.

3.2 Extension of the Model to Polycrystalline Materials

As the basic model describes perfect single crystal behavior, realistic actuators are neither

perfect nor are they single crystals. Rather, they exhibit inhomogeneities due to lattice

imperfections, impurities, grain boundaries, etc., which lead to variations in the energy

barriers, depending on the location of the domain under consideration. In addition, the

applied field in the material may vary as a result of the interaction between neighboring

dipoles. Following the ideas outlined in [37] and [38], we take these variations into account

by introducing distributions in the energy barriers and effective electric fields.

3.2.1 Distribution of Energy Barriers and Effective Electric Fields

A distribution is first introduced into the local coercive field Ec = E1 (PT − PI). Ec is

the measure of the energy barrier that needs to be overcome for a lattice to jump from

one dipole configuration into the other. This barrier is equal for phase transformations in

both directions and must take a positive value, so that the lattice will remain physically
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Figure 3.3: (a) Nonuniform PZT lattice structure; (b) Free energies associated with lattice
widths (i) and (ii); (c) Variations in hysteresis kernel due to different free energies.

bistable. As seen in Figure 3.3 [38], the barrier dictates the width of a hysteresis kernel. A

non-negative barrier guarantees that no kernels will have a negative width.

In particular, we consider Ec to be normally distributed with the mean value as Ec.

The total polarization is then given by

P (E) =

Z ∞

0
P (E,Ec)f(Ec)dEc (3.11)

with the probability

f1(Ec) = C1e
−(Ec−Ec)2/b1 , (3.12)

where C1 is a constant to ensure that
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Z ∞

0
f1(Ec)dEc = 1.

The integration interval starts from zero, which corresponds to the requirement of non-

negative barriers. Because of the clipping at Ec = 0, the center of the normal distribution Ec

is no longer the mean value of Ec, but it remains the point with the highest transformation

probability, where the sharpest slope occurs on a hysteresis curve. Therefore an initial

estimation of Ec can be obtained by reading this value from the experimental data of a

complete outerloop.

Although the distribution in Ec allows the modeled material to transform gradually

near Ec, it does not allow the material to start transforming before the applied electric field

reaches zero, which is not consistent with experimental observations. The distribution of Ec

alone is not sufficient for modeling real materials. Besides the coercive field Ec, the second

most important quantity in the model is the applied field E. When an external electric field

is applied to the material, the fields generated by neighboring dipoles will vary the effective

field applied to a local domain inside the material. This variation in effective field can be

incorporated by adding a second distribution as we did for the coercive field.

Again, we consider the effective field to be normally distributed about the externally

applied field E. If we only consider this distribution and take Ec as a fixed value, the total

polarization becomes

P (E) =

Z ∞

−∞
P (E +Ee, Ec)f2(Ee)dEe (3.13)

with the probability

f2(Ee) = C2e
−(Ee)2/b2 , (3.14)

where C2 is a constant to ensure that

Z ∞

−∞
f2(Ee)dEe = 1.

This second distribution in the applied field causes some domains to have an effective

field beyond zero and start their switching process before the external field reaches zero. If

we look at the corresponding hysteresis kernels, the effective field applied on a domain will
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offset the center of its hysteresis kernel from zero. Together with the first distribution in Ec,

it allows the model to capture the aforementioned experimental observations. Combining

two distributions in the model, the complete polarization for polycrystalline materials with

varying effective fields becomes

P (E) = C

Z ∞

0

Z ∞

−∞
P (E +Ee, Ec)e

−(Ec−Ec)2/b1e−(Ee)
2/b2dEedEc (3.15)

where C is a constant to ensure that the integration of distributions equals one.

3.2.2 Implementation of Distributions

In order to implement the model described by Equation 3.15, the integrals can be approxi-

mated with quadrature methods. A Gaussian quadrature takes the form

S =
nX
i=1

wif(xi)

where wi are the weights and xi are the abscissae. The total polarization is then approxi-

mated as

P (E) = C

niX
i=1

njX
j=1

P (E +Eej , Eci)e
−(Eci−Ec)2/b1e−(Eej )

2/b2wjEejviEci . (3.16)

To evaluate the integrals, we may use the Gauss-Hermite quadrature on an infinite do-

main, the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature on a semi-infinite domain, or the Gauss-Legendre

quadrature on a finite domain. Here we chose the Gauss-Legendre quadrature over other

quadrature methods because of two major reasons. First, the abscissae calculated from

Gauss-Legendre are more evenly distributed on the domain of our interest and thus pro-

duce smoother curves and better inner-loop behavior than other quadratures with the same

number of abscissae. Secondly, Gauss-Legendre makes it possible for us to divide the inte-

gration range into subintervals and have greater flexibility on the number and location of

abscissae within a specific interval, e.g. the peak of the distribution. Although the Gauss-

Legendre quadrature is appropriate only on a finite domain, the decaying nature of the

distributions allows truncation of their domains to finite intervals with tolerable error.
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In the calculations, the integration domains are truncated at their 3σ point (only 0.3%

of the unclipped integral over the infinite domain will be outside this point for a normal

distribution) and then divided into two subintervals which are separated at the peak of the

distribution. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows examples of the distribution density function

and the abscissae by Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
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Figure 3.4: Ec Distribution, Ec = 0.5× 106, b1 = 1.0× 1011, 12 total abscissae points.

For each combination of abscissae Eej and Eci , the term P (E + Eej , Eci) in Equation

3.16 must be evaluated with an ODE. If we take ni abscissae for Ec and nj abscissae for Ee,

a total of ni × nj ODEs have to be solved simultaneously, which is very computationally

expensive when ni×nj becomes large. Therefore a smaller number of abscissae is preferred

when the precision of the overall integration is within an acceptable range.

In the Fortran implementation, the weights and abscissae are calculated using the NAG

library routine D01BBF[24]. A more detailed introduction to the Legendre polynomials

used in the calculation can be found in related documentations of [24]; the Fortran program

used for the computation is included in the appendix of the thesis.
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Figure 3.5: Ee Distribution, b2 = 1.0× 1011, 12 total abscissae points.

3.2.3 Simulation and discussion

Using the quadrature method in the previous section, we apply different combinations of

distribution parameters and verify the flexibility of the model. Figure 3.6 shows a repre-

sentative example of the model simulation. The model parameters are VD = 1.0 × 10−22
m3, τx = 1.0 × 10−3 s−1, PT = 0.26C/m2, E1 = 6.0 × 107 Vm/C, Ec = 0.5 × 106 V/m,
b1 = 5.0 × 1011, b2 = 5.0 × 1011. Piecewise linear electric loads are applied at a rate

of 10 MV/m/s. These loads are chosen to illustrate the ability of the model to reproduce

symmetric unbiased minor loops, biased asymmetric minor loops and closure of minor loops.

Although the simulation shown in Figure 3.6 demonstrates the capability of the model,

it is not easy to see how the choice of distribution parameters would change the shape

of the major and minor loops. To show the influence of the two distributions, a series

of simulations are done with combinations of different distribution parameters. For the

coercive field, a fixed mean value is taken to be Ec = 0.5× 106 V/m, while b1 changes from
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of PZT polarization using the quadrature method.
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1.0× 1010 to 1.0× 1011 to 1.0× 1012. For the effective field, b2 changes from 1.0× 1010 to
1.0× 1011 to 1.0× 1012. Altogether 3× 3 = 9 simulations are computed, as shown in Figure
3.7. All other physical parameters are the same as those used in the previous example. The

simulations on the same column have the same distribution in Ec and the simulations on

the same row take the same distribution in Ee.

From Figure 3.7, we can now clearly see the different influences of the two distributions.

They can both transform the major loop into a more gradual process when b is sufficiently

large and the distribution is flat, but they have completely different effects on the minor

loops. With a fixed Ee, the distribution in Ec determines how the width of hysteresis kernels

changes along with the phase fractions and dictates the shape of the innerloops after the

first coercive field is passed. This is best shown in the top row of Figure 3.7, where the

distribution in Ec is dominant. Very little transformation starts before the applied electric

field passes zero.

The distribution in Ee, on the other hand, mainly determines the onset of transformation

before the applied field passes zero. The effective field Ee, as we discussed in section 3.2.1,

offsets the center of the hsyteresis kernel for a domain and allows this domain to transform

before the external field passes its coercive field. In the first column of Figure 3.7, Ec takes

a fixed, narrow distribution and the shapes of the loops are dominated by the distribution

in Ee. The switching process of the minor loops almost never starts before the applied field

reaches the major loop.

With the two distributions, we now have not only greater control of the major loop, but

also the flexibility to change the minor-loop behavior. The model is capable of reproducing

minor-loop behavior commonly seen in real-world polycrystalline materials. As illustrated

in [38], which uses an almost identical model (Log normal instead of clipped normal distri-

bution for Ec) and a simplified implementation, the model can be used to fit many types of

PZT materials. Fitting to materials with unusual majorloop shape will also be possible by

using different distribution functions.

Although the model has all these advantages, there is a serious drawback that prevents

it from being used in control applications. The requirement of solving an ODE for each

combination of Ec and Ee in the quadrature equation makes it too computationally expen-

sive. To obtain a reasonally smooth simulation curve, hundreds of ODEs must be solved
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Figure 3.7: Polarization simulated with 9 different combinations of distribution parame-
ters.
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together and typically take tens of minutes. [38] uses a simplified implementation of the

model, which is easier to evaluate and faster but loses the dynamic characteristics of the

energy model, making it suitable only for low thermal activation and low frequencies. To

make the model more efficient while retaining the dynamic capability of the energy model,

an alternative to the quadrature method must be used. In the next section, we will propose

a method to incorporate the distributions by parametrization.

3.3 Parametrization Method

As we have discussed in the previous section, the quadrature method discretizes the two

distributions, and according to the number of integration points, it requires the simultaneous

solution of many ODEs, each representing an element with distinct energy barrier and

effective field. The associated computational cost prohibits its use in real-world control

applications. To reduce the computation time, we will switch to an alternative method to

implement the distributions into the model, namely the parametrization method.

For the quadrature method, we consider many domains of elements with each element

having a fixed barrier and a fixed effective field. The parametrization method starts with a

different perspective. Instead of looking at an ensemble of many physical elements, we now

consider what we call a "representative" element. This is the element which is always next

to undergo the phase transformation; and depending on how many elements have already

transformed, this element will see a constantly changing barrier. With this in mind, we now

parametrize the process of phase transformation and calculate the barrier from the current

phase fraction, eliminating the need to solve many ODEs for different domains and reducing

the implementation to only one ODE for the representative domain. Thus, in essence, we

retain the level of complexity of the perfect single crystal version.

In the following sections, we will present the derivation of the parametrized model. To

begin with a simpler problem, we first parametrize the version with only one distribution in

the coercive field Ec, and subsequently the version with only one distribution in the effective

field Ee. After explaining the differences between these two versions, as we have seen in

the quadrature simulations, we will combine the coercive field and the effective field into a

unified version.
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3.3.1 Parametrization of the Distribution in Ec

Before we derive the relationship between the coercive field Ec and the phase fraction x+,

we shall review the model with only one distribution in Ec. The average polarization of the

material is

P (E) =

Z ∞

0
P (E,Ec)f1(Ec)dEc (3.17)

with the probability

f1(Ec) = C1e
−(Ec−Ec)2/b1 , (3.18)

where C1 is a constant to ensure that

Z ∞

0
f1(Ec)dEc = 1.

In particular, if no truncation is applied to the above domain of integration,

C1 =
2√

b1π erfc
¡−Ec/

√
b1
¢ , (3.19)

where erfc() is the so-called error function.

If we only consider one element, the polarization can be rewritten as

P (E) =
E

E1
+ (2x+ − 1)PT . (3.20)

The first term of the equation is only dependent on the applied field and is considered

a reversible or spontaneous part of the polarization. The second term of the equation is

dependent on the phase fraction and constitutes the irreversible part of the polarization.

From now on, we focus on the phase fraction part and derive its relationship with the energy

barrier.

We start by looking at the evolution of phase fraction versus energy barrier on an

ascending loop. As a certain value of coercive field Ec is passed and the domains with

this particular Ec are transformed, the increase in barrier dEc will be accompanied by an

increase in phase fraction, which is dictated by the probability function f (Ec),
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dx+ = f1(Ec)dEc. (3.21)

If we consider a general case in which the material has an initial phase fraction of x0+

and an associated initial barrier of E0c , integrating Equation 3.21 from E0c to Ec > E0c yields

the change in phase fraction

∆x+ (Ec) =

Z Ec

E0c

f1

³
E
0
c

´
dE

0
c (3.22)

=

Z Ec

E0c

2√
b1π erfc

¡−Ec/
√
b1
¢e−(E0c−Ec)2/b1dE

0
c

=

·
erfc

µ
Ec −Ec√

b1

¶
− erfc

µ
Ec −E0c√

b1

¶¸
/ erfc

µ−Ec√
b1

¶
.

Equation 3.22 describes how the phase fraction will change as a certain value of Ec is

passed, as is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The darkest area is the initial phase fraction x0+, and

the area between E0c and Ec is the change in phase fraction ∆x+. Inverting Equation 3.22

yields

Ec (∆x+) = Ec −
p
b1 inverfc

µ
∆x+ erfc

µ−Ec√
b1

¶
+ erfc

µ
Ec −E0c√

b1

¶¶
, (3.23)

where inverfc() is the so-called inverse complementary error function.

Equation 3.23 enables us to parametrize the process of phase transition. Figure 3.9

shows an illustration of the curve defined by the equation. In the simplest case of an

ascending half major loop, where x0+ = 0 and E
0
c = 0, ∆x+ is the same as x+ and Equation

3.23 simplies to

Ec (x+) = Ec −
p
b1 inverfc

µ
x+ erfc

µ−Ec√
b1

¶
+ erfc

µ
Ec√
b1

¶¶
, (3.24)

which shows that the coercive field changes continuously from 0 to ∞ as the phase fraction

x+ increases from 0 to 1.
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of Ec during a transformation process.

For the descending loop, the barrier can be obtained by subsituting x− = 1 − x+

for x+ and reversing the sign of Equation 3.24. By substituting Ec (x+) into the perfect

single crystal ODE, we can now introduce the distribution into the model without using a

quadrature and discretizing the process. Another important feature of a hysteresis model

is its ability to predict proper minor loops. For the quadrature method, minor loops are

automatically guaranteed because of its discretized nature and no minor-loop return points

need to be tracked. For the parametrized method, different parts of minorloops take different

initial conditions of x0+, so the phase fraction at the minor-loop return points must be

tracked in order to calculate the correct coercive field using Equation 3.23. In the Fortran

implementation, this is done by using two data arrays storing respectively the phase fractions

at the return points on ascending and descending loops. Detailed Fortran code can be found

in the appendices of the thesis. The simulated polarization with major and minor loops

using the complete implementation of Equation 3.23 is shown in Figure 3.10(left) against the

same simulation using the quadrature method in Figure 3.10(right). Both versions produce
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of Ec(∆x+). (Dashed line: E = Ec)

almost the same hysteresis loops, which validates the feasibility of parametrization. The

parametrized version takes only 0.04 second, while the quadrature version with 32 elements

needs 9.4 seconds to compute the solution and yet produces less smooth results.
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Figure 3.10: Left: Parametrized version; Right: Quadrature version.

3.3.2 Parametrization of the Distribution in Ee

Another distribution that we introduced in the model is the distribution in the effective field

Ee. In addition to the externally applied field, a local domain will be imposed an effective
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field from its neighboring dipoles. With a fixed Ec, we consider only the distribution in

Ee. Again we start by looking at the evolution of phase fraction versus effective field on

an ascending loop. A domain with a larger positive effective field will transform before

the domains with smaller effective fields. As the domains with a certain effective field Ee

are transformed, the decrease in barrier −dEe will be accompanied by an increase in phase

fraction, which is dictated by the probability function f (Ee),

dx+ = −f2(Ee)dEe, (3.25)

in which the probability function

f2(Ee) = C2e
−(Ee)2/b2 , (3.26)

where C2 is a constant to ensure that

Z ∞

−∞
f2(Ee)dEe = 1.

In particular, if no truncation is applied to the above infinite domain of integration,

C2 =
1√
b2π

. (3.27)

If we consider a general case in which the material has an initial phase fraction of x0+

and an associated initial barrier of E0e , integrating Equation 3.25 from E0e to Ee < E0e yields

the change in phase fraction

∆x+ (Ee) = −
Z Ee

E0e

f2

³
E
0
e

´
dE

0
e (3.28)

= −
Z Ee

E0e

1√
b2π

e−(E
0
e)
2/b2dE

0
e

=

Z E0e

Ee

1√
b2π

e−(E
0
e)
2/b2dE

0
e (3.29)

=
1

2

·
erfc

µ
Ee√
b2

¶
− erfc

µ
E0e√
b2

¶¸
.
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Equation 3.28 describes how the phase fraction will change along with the effective field

for the representative domain, which is illustrated in Figure 3.11. The darkest area is the

initial phase fraction x0+, and the the area between E
0
e and Ee is the change in phase fraction

∆x+. Inverting Equation 3.28 yields

Ee (∆x+) =
p
b2 inverfc

µ
2∆x+ + erfc

µ
E0e√
b2

¶¶
. (3.30)
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of Ee during a transformation process.

Equation 3.30 enables the parametrization of phase transformation process with respect

to the effective field. Figure 3.12 shows an illustration of the curve defined by the equation.

In the simplest case of an ascending half major loop, where x0+ = 0 and E0e = ∞, ∆x+ is
the same as x+ and Equation 3.30 simplifies to

Ee (x+) =
p
b2 inverfc (2x+) , (3.31)

which shows that the effective field changes from∞ to -∞ as the phase fraction x+ increases

from 0 to 1.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of Ee(∆x+).

For the descending loop, the barrier can be obtained by substituting x− = 1 − x+ for

x+ and reversing the sign of Equation 3.31. By substituting Ee (x+) into the perfect single

crystal ODE, the distribution of effective field is introduced into the model without using

a quadrature and discretizing the process.

As we have observed in the quadrature simulations, the distribution in Ee only changes

the onset of phase transformations. If we consider two domains with different effective

fields, the one with a larger Ee will transform first in an ascending loop but will transform

last in a descending loop. For a reversal at any overall phase fraction, the ascending barrier

and the descending barrier of the "representative" domain retain a constant difference of

2Ec, where Ec is the fixed coercive field. The same overall phase fraction always maps to

the same ascending and descending barriers. There is no need to distinguish between major

loops and minor loops or different initial conditions. Or in other words, special minor loops

do not really exist if only the distribution in Ee is present. This is completely different from

the case with only one distribution in Ec. For the Ec version, the reverse barrier after any

reversal will always start from zero, which demands the tracking of history points.
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Without storing reversal points, the version with a fixed Ec and a distribution in Ee

can be easily implemented by substituting Equation 3.31 into the perfect single crystal

ODE. The simulated polarization with major and minor loops using Equation 3.31 is shown

in Figure 3.13(left) against the same simulation using the quadrature method in Figure

3.13(right). Both versions produce almost the same hysteresis loops. In fact, the two

results should look exactly the same if sufficiently many elements are used in the quadrature

to approximate the integral. The parametrized version takes only 0.04 second, while the

quadrature version with 32 elements needs 82 seconds to compute the same solution curve

with noticeable jaggedness.
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Figure 3.13: Left: Parametrized version; Right: Quadrature version.

3.3.3 Combination of Two Distributions

Following the idea that we used to parametrize each of the two distributions, we now ap-

ply the same procedure to a phase transformation process with both distributions present.

When both distributions are combined, the switching of domains becomes more compli-

cated. Before we establish the equations, we shall revisit the physical landscape behind the

switching process. Figure 3.14 shows 3× 3 = 9 domains with representative combinations
of energy barriers and effective fields from all the possible domains. Domains shown on the

same column have the same coercive field, while domains on the same row has the same

effective field.

Domains shown in the middle row have zero effective field. They have equal barriers

for transformations in both directions. Domains in the top row are the same domains
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Figure 3.14: Domains with different combinations of energy barriers and effective fields.

with a positive effective field imposed, which practically alters the balance in their Gibbs

energy even with the absence of an external field. The altered balance now favors the

switching from minus to plus, and the particles in these domains are more prone to rest in

a configuration of positive polarization. The domains have effectively a smaller barrier for

a forward transformation (a transformation from minus to plus) and a larger barrier for a

backward transformation (a transformation from plus to minus). Domains in the bottom

row, on the other hand, are imposed a negative effective field and have their energy balance

altered to favor the transformation from minus to plus.

From the Gibbs free energy of the domains in Figure 3.14, we can make several observa-

tions: First, the domain with the minimum energy barrier and maximum positive effective

field (the upper left one) will transform from a negative phase into a positive phase before
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all the other domains, while the domain with the maximum negative effective field (lower

left) will transform first from a positive phase into a negative phase; Second, it is possible

for a domain with a small barrier and a small effective field to transform together with a

domain with a large barrier and large effective field, if their altered barriers happen to be

the same; Third, because of the effective field, it is possible for a domain to lose one of its

energy minima and have all its particles resting in the other minimum when no external

field is applied yet. The third observation actually implies the existence of negative barriers,

which were not allowed in earlier versions of the model.

Wth the energy landscapes illustrated, we now return to the notion of coercive field Ec

and effect field Ee. Figure 3.15 shows the hysteresis kernels reflecting the energy landscapes

in Figure 3.14. Although negative barriers are introduced for forward transformations,

all the kernels still have a positive width (defined as the forward coercive field minus the

backward coercive field). In Equation 3.9, the kinetics of domain switching from minus to

plus is determined by the term (E +Ee) − Ec. We have shown in the previous paragraph

that the effective field can be combined with the energy barrier, which we quantify as the

coercive field Ec, so we now rewrite (E +Ee)−Ec as E − (Ec −Ee) and denote (Ec −Ee)

as what we call an effective barrier Be. The effective barrier Be is obviously not limited to

be non-negative.

At a specific value of Be, all the domains with a combination of Ec and Ee satisfying

Be = (Ec −Ee) will transform together. In the special case of Ec = 0, Ee = −Be. To derive

the relationship between x+ and Be, we start with the simplest case of an ascending major

loop. The material starts with an initial phase fraction of x0+ = 0 and B0e = −∞, then as
the effective barrier increases to a certain value of Be, its associated phase fraction becomes

x+ (Be) =

Z ∞

−Be

f2

³
E
0
e

´Z E
0
e+Be

0
f1

³
E
0
c

´
dE

0
cdE

0
e (3.32)

=

Z ∞

−Be

1√
b2π

e−(E
0
e)
2/b2

Z E
0
e+Be

0

2√
b1π erfc

¡−Ec/
√
b1
¢e−(E0c−Ec)2/b1dE

0
cdE

0
e.

The domain of integral in Equation 3.32 can be visualized as a triangular infinite area

on the half infinite plane shown in Figure 3.16.

Equation 3.32 is the key to parametrizing the transformation process with respect to the
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Figure 3.15: Hysteresis kernels with different combinations of coercive fields and effective
fields.

effective barrier, but unfortunately we have not been able to obtain a closed-form solution

for the double integral. Without a closed-form solution, Equation 3.32 can not be reversed

and used in an ODE as we have done before. Moreover, this relationship becomes even

more complicated for an inner loop. If the material has just reversed from a descending

loop into an ascending inner loop, with a phase fraction of x0+ and effective barrier of B
0
e

at the reversal point, then as Be increases, the increase in the phase fraction x+ will be

∆x+ (Be) =

Z 1
2(Be+B0e)

B0e

f
³
−E0

e

´Z E
0
e+Be

0
f
³
E
0
c

´
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0
cdE

0
e

+

Z Be

1
2
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f
³
−E0

e

´Z −B0e−E
0
e

0
f
³
E
0
c

´
dE

0
cdE

0
e. (3.33)

The domain of integral in Equation 3.33 can be visualized as a triangular area on the
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Figure 3.16: Illustration of the domain of integral in equation 3.32.

half infinite plane shown in Figure 3.17.

The relationship between the portion of transformed domains and their barriers might

not be very obvious on the first glance. Figure 3.18 shows a simple minor loop along with

the full major loop. To form this minor loop, the polarization starts from point (1), where

x+ = 0 and Be = −2.0 × 106V/m It is then loaded to zero field at point (2) and back

through point (3) at −1.0 × 106V/m. To visualize the change of barrier with the phase
fraction during the process, we show the domain states at the points (1)-(3) in Figures

3.19, 3.20 and 3.21. The domains with a positive phase are shown on the left and the

domains with a negative phase are shown on the right. The domains are plotted in 3-D

with their combined barrier and effective field distributions. The "volume" of the domains

on the left represent the phase fraction x+, while the other one on the right represents the

phase fraction x−.

As we have discussed, at a specific value of Be, all the domains with a combination of Ec

and Ee satisfying Be = (Ec −Ee) will transform together. Therefore the phase transforma-

tion process from point (1) to point (2) is analogous to scanning through the distribution

surface in Figure 3.20 with a vertical plane defined by Be = (Ec −Ee). The position of this

scanning plane is indicated by a line at the bottom of the surface in Figure 3.20. The same
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Figure 3.17: Illustration of the domain of integral in equation 3.33.

analogy also holds for the unloading process, except that the vertical scanning plane is per-

pendicular to the previous one and scans also in a direction perpendicular to the previous

direction, because in a reverse transformation, the coercive field Ec takes a negative value

in the equation Be = (Ec −Ee). This plane is also indicated in Figure 3.21.

3.3.4 An Alternative for the Combined Effective Barrier.

Given the difficulty in reversing Equation 3.32 and Equation 3.33, an alternative was used to

prescribe the function Be (x+) for both the major loop and the minor loops. We adopt the

concept of "effective barriers", which differ from the original barriers only through the fact

that they are allowed to be negative. Figure 3.22 shows a simulation with both distributions

computed with the quadrature method. A family of ascending minor loops are also shown

to compare with the major loop. We can see from the plot that the shape of the major

loop still resembles the shape of an inverse complementary function, and the minor loops

take very similar shapes to the major loop. Thus, for the construction of the minor loops,

we use the same function as for the major outer loop and scale it such as to fit between

reversal points.

Motivated by Equation 3.23, the shape function Be (x+) is based on an inverse comple-

mentary error function. To keep the equation simple yet flexible enough, we define Be (x+)
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Figure 3.18: Example of a simple minor loop.

as

Be (x+) = Be (1− s · inverfc (mx+ + p)) , (3.34)

where Be is the effective barrier at which the most domains transform, s is a scaling factor

to adjust the shape of the loops. A smaller s will make the loops look steeper around Be.

These two parameters are the key parameters of the equation and are fixed for the minor

loops and the major loop. The parameters m and p determine which parts of the shape

function are used to construct the minor loops and so are different for different loops. In a

general case where the material reverses from a descending loop into an ascending loop, if

x+ = x1+ and Be = B1e at the lower reversal point and x+ = x2+ and Be = B2e at the upper

reversal point, m and p for this ascending minor loop can be solved from the conditions B1e = Be

¡
x1+
¢
= Be

¡
1− s · inverfc ¡mx1+ + p

¢¢
B2e = Be

¡
x2+
¢
= Be

¡
1− s · inverfc ¡mx2+ + p

¢¢ . (3.35)
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Figure 3.19: Domain states at point (1) - Left: x+; Right: x−.
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Figure 3.20: Domain states at point (2) - Left: x+; Right: x−.
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Figure 3.21: Domain states at point (3) - Left: x+; Right: x−.
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Figure 3.22: Major loop and a family of minor loops simulated with two distributions.

Equations 3.34 and 3.35 also hold for the major loop. In this case, x+ = 0 at the lower

reversal point and x+ = 1 at the upper reversal point. Their associated effective barriers are

the maximum barriers of the material. Barriers for the descending loops can be obtained

by substituting x− = 1− x+ for x+ in Equation 3.34 and reversing its sign.

Using Equation 3.34 and the construction method above has several advantages: First,

the minor loops and the major loop are calculated from the same equation and require

no special treatment; Second, a minor loop will always be "inside" a major loop, e.g., for

ascending loops, at the same phase fraction, the barrier for the minor loop will always be

smaller than that of the major loop; Third, the return point memory is guaranteed for all

the minor loops, which is a required feature of almost all hysteresis models.

By incorporating Equation 3.34 into the perfect single crystal ODE, we now have an

energy model with varying barriers. In Section 3.2.3, we have shown a simulation with

two distributions using the quadrature method. Here we show again the polarization vs

electric behavior of that simulation in Figure 3.23(right) and try to produce the same type
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of hysteresis with the parametrized version. The simulated polarization with major and

minor loops using Equation 3.34 is shown in Figure 3.23(left). The parameters for the

shape function are identified as Be = 0.5 × 106kV/mm and s = 1.3. The parametrized

version used only 0.8 second to compute the solution, while the quadrature method needs

at least 16 × 16 = 256 elements to resolve the fine details of minor loops and produce a

reasonably smooth result, requiring 600 seconds for the whole calculation. The improvement

in computational efficiency using parametrization is obviously demonstrated in this example.

In a simulation from the ODE, we may not observe perfect return point memory due to the

kinetics of the switching process, e.g., relaxation, but the barrier used in the model always

guarantees perfect return point memory. The implication of this property will be discussed

later along with more simulation results.
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Figure 3.23: Left: Parametrized version; Right: Quadrature version.

In the Fortran implementation, we know from Equation 3.35 that the phase fraction

and effective barriers at each reversal point have to be stored. Two arrays are used to

store the phase fractions and effective barriers at the lower reversal points, and another two

arrays for the upper reversal points. As a matter of fact, reversal points do not need to

be distinguished as lower and upper in the code, but doing so makes the implementation

cleaner and easier to understand. Detailed Fortran code is included in the appendices of

the thesis.
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3.3.5 Model Fit to Experiments

As we have demonstrated that the parametrized model can produce almost the same charac-

teristics of the quadrature method, we would now fit the model with the experimental data

presented in chapter 2. The simulations in this section are all computed under linear loads.

Figure 3.24 shows the model fit to the experimental data from the low rate linear loading full

hysteresis experiment. The identified parameters are: s = 0.9, Be = 0.5kV/mm, T = 293K,

VD = 1.0 × 10−22m3, τx = 5.0 × 10−2s−1, PT = 0.215C/m2, E1 = 2.8 × 107Vm/C. The
strain is calculated from the polarization through the approximation S = ζP 2[1], where ζ is

a constant. This approximation is motivated by electrostrictive or perfect single crystal be-

havior, and here ζ = 2.293m4/C2. In Figure 3.24, although the model qualitatively captures

the characteristics of the hysteresis, it does not make a perfect match to the experiment.

especially in the S − E hysteresis. This discrepancy is expected due to two reasons: First,

the shape function (the inverse complementary error function) used for the parametrized

method was originally chosen to reproduce the similar curves from the quadrature method,

while real-world materials might have a distribution of barriers that take a very different

shape from the analytical function. Second, the strain-polarization hysteresis we observed

from the experiments in chapter 2 indicates that the appoximation S = ζP 2 needs further

development to capture the relationship between poalrization and strain.
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Figure 3.24: Left: Polarization; Right: Strain.

Besides the full hysteresis loop, the model has also been fitted to the actuator loops.

Given the known limits of the model, we now focus more on the fitting of the strain curves.

Much less hysteresis is present between strain and polarization in this range. The identified
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parameters are: T = 293K, VD = 1.0×10−22m3, τx = 8.0×10−2s−1, PT = 0.210C/m2, E1 =
2.5× 107Vm/C. In addition, we used different shape function parameters for the ascending
loop and the descending loop to obtain a better fit in the actuator range. For the ascending

loop, s = 2.5, Be = 0.25kV/mm. For the descending loop, s = 1.1, Be = 1.0kV/mm. The

simulated S − E curves for all four types of minor loops are shown in Figures 3.25, 3.26,

3.27 and 3.28, along with their corresponding low rate experimental curves. In this range,

the simulated curves match the experimental results much better than in the full hystersis

range. The trends of the different minor loops are reflected in the simulations, though the

simulated small minor loops are narrower than what we observe in the experimental curves,

especially for the descending loops. From the curves for both the full loops and the minor

loops, we can see that a better fit may be possible by choosing a better shape function and

improving the algorithm for calculating minor loops.
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Figure 3.25: Type 1: Left: Experiment; Right: Simulation.
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Figure 3.26: Type 2: Left: Experiment; Right: Simulation.
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Figure 3.27: Type 3: Left: Experiment; Right: Simulation.
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Figure 3.28: Type 4: Left: Experiment; Right: Simulation.

Another important property of the PZT model is its rate dependence and the resulting

relaxation behavior. In Figure 3.29, we show again the relaxation plot we have seen at

the end of chapter 2. During the 10-second constant field period at the end, the strain

relaxes slowly and asymptotically towards a final equilibrium. The two curves start from

different strain levels, but they relax toward the same level after the relaxation period.

Simulations with the parametrized method under the same loads are plotted in Figure 3.30.

The simulations qualitatively show the rate dependence and relaxation behavior in the

S − E plot, but in the strain vs. time plot, we see that the model doesn’t produce similar

relaxation on the same time scale. The drop of the strain takes place almost immediately at

the beginning of the 10-second relaxation period. This behavior looks like the one observed

in a perfect crystal with just one barrier.

For comparison, another set of simulations using the quadrature method is shown in
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Figure 3.31. Due to the discretized nature of the quadrature method, we are unable to

obtain a close fit for the simulation within a reasonable number of abscissae points, so the

numerical values of the simulation are not directly comparable to the experiments. But on

the strain vs. time plot, we observe the same type of gradual relaxation as the experiments.

The higher-rate curve starts from a higher strain level, and the two curves both relax slowly

and asymptotically toward a final equilibrium.

In the model, the parameters VD (domain volume) and τx (relaxation time) decide the

extent and rate of relaxation. For the simulations in Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31, the same

set of VD and τx are used. While the quadrature method retains the correct relaxation

behavior, the parametrized method does not. Further investigation is needed to find out

the reason for this behavior and improve the parametrized model. This shall be addressed

in future research.
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Figure 3.29: Relaxation bahavior (Experimental data) - Left: S-E Hysteresis; Right:
Strain relaxation over time.
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Chapter 4

Optimal Control of PZT

This chapter presents the first results of an optimal control approach to piezoceramic actua-

tors. A preliminary version of the model introduced in the previous chapter is implemented

into an optimal control package. The implementation does not address real-time aspects

yet, but as a first step, focuses on basic off-line control problems. Two non-trivial control

problems are simulated to illustrate the features and potential of the method.

4.1 Optimal Control Problem

Optimal control is an attractive approach in modern control applications, as it aims to

minimize some cost functional like energy consumption or final time. It is especially powerful

when the accurate model of the physical process is available [14]. An optimal control

problem is generally stated as follows [39]: Given

1. The state equations, for a continuous system usually a set of differential equations

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)), where x(t) is the system state vector and u(t) is the control

input vector;

2. A set of boundary conditions on the state variables at the initial and terminal time;

3. A set of constraints on the state variables and control variables,

determine the control input u(t) so that a cost functional is minimized.

66
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A major problem for such an optimal control problem is the huge computational cost

due to excessive memory requirement for discretized states and the related matrix oper-

ations during the solution process. Depending on the complexity of the state equations

and the choice of dynamic programming method, the time required to find the solution

could be prohibitive to any real-world application. To make the optimal control problem

viable, the physical model must first be simple and efficient enough, and the optimization

method should be carefully chosen. As we have demonstrated in the previous chapter, the

parametrized implementation of the PZT model is very computationally efficient and could

potentially serve as the basis for calculating the optimal control.

In the following sections, we will study the solution of optimal control problems with

our model. For simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional piezoceramic stack actuator in

the absence of mechanical loads, and, instead of tracking the displacement, we consider the

polarization as the quantity that can be prescribed.

Thus we prescribe the polarization set-point Pset(t), and solve for the electric field

function E(t), which minimizes the following cost functional

J =

Z T

0
[P (t)− Pset(t)]

2 dt. (4.1)

This ensures that the set point is reached in the shortest time possible and subsequently

maintained. The minimization is subject to the following constraints

ẋ = f (x(t), E(t)) , (4.2a)

x(0) = x0, and (4.2b)

|E(t)| ≤ Emax. (4.2c)

Equation 4.2a represents the model equation, which describes the switching processes

in the actuator. Equation 4.2b are the initial conditions of the process. And Equation 4.2c

are box constraints for the control, representing the fact that only a finite electric field can

be applied to the actuator.

For the numerical solution of the problem, we implement the model into the optimal

control code NUDOCCCS developed by Büskens [2]. Based on a direct approach, NUDOC-

CCS discretizes the control function and transforms the original control problem into a

nonlinear optimization problem (NLP). The resulting NLP problem is then solved with a
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sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method. In the solution of NUDOCCCS, the

control function (in this case the electric field E(t)) can be either assumed piecewise linear

or interpolated by higher order splines. We will use the piecewise linear option for simplic-

ity and faster calculation. The differential equations for the state variables are integrated

by an implicit Runga-Kutta scheme (RADAU IIa) using the efficient and robust RADAU5

routine from the book of Hairer and Wanner [15].

4.2 Implementation of the Model Used for Optimal Control

Although the final model developed in chapter 3 is capable of simulating complex major and

minor loops within a much shorter time, more development is needed to further improve

its stability for use in optimal control simulations. For the optimal control in this chapter,

we will use a simplified implementation of the parametrized model. Only the distribution

in coercive field Ec is implemented and the history tracking for the minor loops has been

disabled to allow maximum computational speed and stability. Even though it is not a full

implementation of the model in chapter 3, it is still capable of predicting the outer hysteresis

loop and illustrate the rate dependence for inner loops. Figure 4.1 shows the model’s

capability of capturing the frequency dependence for two typical values. Note the dramatic

impact on the shape of outer and inner hysteresis loops. The parameter values used for the

simulations throughout this chapter are: T = 273K, VD = 1.0×10−22m3, τx = 1.0×10−2s−1,
PT = 0.26C/m2, E1 = 6.67× 107V·m/C, b1 = 2.0× 1022, and Ec = 1.0× 106V/m.

4.3 Optimal Control Simulation

4.3.1 Case 1: Single-level Set-point Function

We start with a simple case, which allows illustrating the rate-dependent behavior of the

actuator. From an initial polarization P (0) = 0C/m2, the set point rises linearly to a new

level Pset = 0.2C/m2 at a rate of 500 C/m2/s within 4 ms. The constraint Emax has been

set to 6 MV/m.

The four plots in Figure 4.2 show the time evolutions of the phase fraction and polariza-

tion along with the value of the cost functional and the optimal electric field (from upper
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Figure 4.1: Left: hysteresis curve at 0.125Hz; Right: hysteresis curve at 125Hz.

left to lower right). Figure 4.3 shows the hysteretic behavior of the actuator in a P-E plot.

The polarization calculated from the optimal solution follows the set-point function

closely, especially in the middle of the rising process, which can be seen from the cost

functional increasing only very little during this phase of the process. Most of the error

occurs near the beginning and the end of the transition. In the mean time, the phase

fraction increases monotonously from 0.5 to 0.83. The electric field, however, exhibits some

interesting features due to the nonlinear and hysteretic behavior of piezoceramics at different

loading rates.

When a positive electric field is applied to the piezoceramic actuator, the increase in

polarization contains two different terms. The first term is proportional to the applied

field and time-independent. The second term is governed by the evolution of the phase

fraction and as such is time-dependent. The model automatically accounts for this behavior

through a suitable choice of relaxation time and activation volume, and consequently, the

piezoceramic actuator exhibits different shapes of hysteresis at different loading frequencies.
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Figure 4.2: Optimal control of piezoceramic polarization (Case 1).

As we can see from Figure 4.2, the electric field starts with a sharp increase, which is

equivalent to a loading frequency of 1250 Hz, then continues to increase at a roughly 10

times slower rate, until it reaches the peak of 3.3 MV/m. At this electric field value, the

polarization has almost reached the required set point, but the phase transition has not yet

completed. Some domains of negative phase continue to change into positive phase, which

will increase the overall polarization of the actuator. To compensate for this increase, the

electric field then decreases asymptotically to about 1.9 MV/m. This process is better

illustrated in Figure 4.3, which shows the optimal solution along with hysteresis loops at

three different loading frequencies.

In Figure 4.3, the actuator first follows the hysteresis curve at the highest frequency

(the widest loop), then as the rate of the electric field decreases, it overlaps with the curve

at a lower loading frequency, and finally relaxes to a point on the quasistatic outer loop

(0.125 Hz). At a frequency of 0.125 Hz, the effect from the relaxation time of the domains

is negligible because the domains now have enough time to complete the phase transition
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Figure 4.3: P-E behavior of the optimal solution (Case 1).

as the field increases. If no optimal control is applied, the same polarization set point can

be achieved by slowly increasing the electric field. The actuator would then follow the

hysteresis curve of 0.125 Hz.

4.3.2 Case 2: A More Complex Set-point Function

Due to hysteresis, the same polarization may require a different electric field if the loading

history is different. We proceed with the prescription of a more complex set-point function

to verify the model’s ability to predict the polarity of the electric field needed for a positive

polarization with different history. The set-point polarization first increases from 0.0 C/m2

to 0.1 C/m2 linearly at a rate of 500 C/m2/s, holds for a period of time, increases again to

0.2 C/m2 at the same rate, holds the value, and then decreases back to 0.1 C/m2 at a rate

of —500 C/m2/s. In the simulation, the control process has a total duration of 4 ms, and

is discretized using 81 points (NDISKRET=81 in NUDOCCCS). Emax is set to 6 MV/m.

The four plots in Figure 4.4 show the time evolutions of the phase fraction and polarization
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along with the value of the cost functional and the necessary electric field (from upper left

to lower right). Figure 4.5 shows the hysteretic behavior of the actuator in a P-E plot.
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Figure 4.4: Optimal control of piezoceramic polarization (Case 2).

In this case, not surprisingly, the model predicts similar shapes of optimal electric fields

for the actuator. The electric field increases first to a high value, and then drops back to a

lower value as the piezoceramic material relaxes, forcing the polarization to follow the set

point. The maximum electric field needed for the second set point of 0.2 C/m2 is almost

the same as that of the previous section, and the field also decreases at the same rate to the

same final value to maintain the polarization. As Figure 4.5 shows, in following the three

set points, the actuator first follows the hysteresis loop of a higher frequency but always

comes back to a point on a loop of low frequency.

For the first and third set point, although they have the same polarization of 0.1 C/m2,

the model predicts completely different phase fractions and electric fields. Obviously, this

is due to the difference in the history. For the first set point, a positive electric field is

applied, because the initial positive phase fraction needs to be increased. To reach the third
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Figure 4.5: P-E behavior of the optimal solution (Case 2).

set point, the hysteresis has to be traversed, and a negative electric field has to be applied

in order to reach the same polarization value as for the first set point.

4.3.3 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the implementation of the parametrized energy-based model for

the simulation of polycrystalline piezoceramic materials. The model reproduces the outer

hysteresis loops typically observed in these materials correctly, although a better simulation

of minor loops will require further developement. It was also shown, that the effect of varying

loading rate is captured, and both these effects were illustrated to play an important role

in typical control problems. The model has been implemented into an optimal control

code, which not only compensates for the non-linear and hysteretic material behavior, but

allows optimality criteria like speed of adjustment to be taken into account. This first

implementation demonstrated the feasibility of the concept by successfully computing offline

solutions. Future work shall focus on: 1. Implementing the complete parametrized model
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into the optimal control code for more versatile and accurate simulation; 2. Implementing

real-time control concepts with sensitivity analysis developed by the authors of [29] and

[33].



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis has presented work in three aspects: experimental investigation on the hysteretic

behavior of a typical piezoceramic actuator, modeling of hysteresis, and feasibility studies

of the model in an optimal control problem.

First, four types of representative actuation experiments on a typical commercially

available piezoceramic stack actuator are conducted and analyzed, with a focus on the

rate-dependency of the hysteretic behavior over a long travel range under different loading

rates. Besides confirming material behavior documented in previous literature, the set of

collected data covers the driving range usually unavailable in previous research of the area.

In the constant field relaxation experiments, we have found the strain and polarization of the

material to relax asymptotically toward a fixed equilibrium level under the same constant

electric field.

Secondly, an energy model for polycrystalline piezoceramic materials proposed by Smith

and Seelecke has been implemented with two different methods, namely the quadrature

method and the parametrization method. In the past, the model has only been partially

implemented in Matlab by Smith, whose implementation achieves efficiency by omitting

domain switching kinetics and utilizing algebraic matrix operations. Therefore it was valid

only for the limiting case of zero thermal activation and quasistatic loading rate. The

quadrature method in this thesis is a full implementation of the model, computing the

singal crystal energy model ODE for each quadrature elemement to reflect the kinetics of

domain switching. It is useful in verifying the validity of the model under all loading con-

ditions. Because of the huge computational cost associated with the quadrature method,
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it is not suited for control applications, so the parametrization method has been proposed

to implement the distributions in the model without using quadratures. The parameteri-

zation method reduces the implementation to only one ODE and drastically improves the

computational efficiency while retaining the energy basis of the model, typically 3 orders

of magnitudes faster than the quadrature method when comparable results are simulated.

This makes the model useful in control applications and is one of the major contributions of

the thesis. The model has been found to qualitatively match most of the material behavior

measured in the experiments.

And finally, with the model established, feasibility studies have been done on applying

the energy model for the piezoceramic material in an optimal control problem. To the best

of our knowledge this has been done for the first time, and the results demonstrate that the

model has a good potential for use in optimal control applications. The program is able

to minimize tracking error by predicting the relaxation of the material and the different

polarities of eletric field for the same set-point due to hysteresis. This is where traditional

PID control schemes usually fail because of these undesirable material properties.

Future work of this research naturally also contains three aspects. First of all, additional

experiments focusing on the relaxation behavior may provide more insight into the physical

principles behind the phenomenon. Secondly, the parameterization method needs to be fur-

ther developed. Despite the advantage of the parameterization method, it is not yet able to

produce the same results as the quadrature method under all conditions, especially for the

slow relaxation behavior. With a more thorough understanding of the physical background,

improvement shall be made to the parameterized energy model to enable the correct pre-

diction of slow relaxation over time. In computing the strain of the material, the hysteretic

strain-polarization relationship must be accounted for, and furthermore, the distributions

must be identified more exactly in order to provide better quantitative agreement with the

experiments. Finally for optimal control, a more complete implementation of the model

into the optimal control code is needed to achieve more flexible and accurate simulations.

This will provide the basis for a final real-time implementation as has been developed for

shape memory alloys.
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Appendix A

Fortran Programs

A.1 Quadrature Method

Main program:

c PZT Simulation Program
c
c Language: F77
c
c This program comes with two include files:
c ’quad.for’ passes gaussian quadrature parameters
c ’load.for’ passes linear loading information
c
c Revision: 20030714
c
c 20030714
c
c The program now outputs additional plot data of the two distributions
c in a better way.
c
c 20021028
c
c Restructured include files
c to keep only pzt related functions in the main file
c
c 20021022
c
c Improvement:
c Divided the integration range into two intervals to place more itegration
c points at the peak of the probability curve.
c
c 20021021
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c
c A regular backup version.
c
c 20021016
c
c Change:
c Program now outputs plot data for the distribution curve
c
c 20021014
c
c Optimization:
c Combined some of the routines and took out some constants for efficiency.
c
c Improvement:
c CALERF from SPECFUN (Author W.J.Cody) is now used for the calculation of
c probabilities. More specifically, DERFCX is used in probabilities().
c
c 20021006
c
c Optimization:
c Improved efficiency for electricfield().
c
c 20021004
c
c Improvement:
c Added linear loading. More ouput during computation.
c
c 20020921
c
c Improvement:
c changed the integration from Hermite to Legendre. Improved smoothness.
c
c 20020916
c
c New Version:
c Distribution function added in both fields.
c
c 20020911
c
c Improvement:
c exp(x^2)*erfc(x) is now approximated as 2*sqrt(pi)*x^3/(2*x^2-1).
c
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c 20020910
c
c Minor change:
c The program now shows the time used to finish the simulation.
c Uses X05BAF in NAGLib.
c
c 20020909
c
c Improvement:
c PI is now calculated using X01AAF from NAG Library.
c
c 20020908
c
c Improvement:
c Better handling in the calculation of transition probabilities.
c This is the last stable version before adding distribution functions.

include ’calerf.for’

program pztdisp

implicit none

******//variables to track the time consumed.
real*8 time_begin,time_end,cputime,simtime

include ’quad.for’
include ’load.for’
integer n,lwork,liwork
parameter (n=2*(nia+nib)*ni2,lwork=4*n*n+12*n+20,liwork=3*n+20)

integer ijac,mljac,imas,iout,itol,mlmas,mumas,idid,i,mujac,ipar
real*8 y(n),work(lwork)
integer iwork(liwork)
real*8 t,tend,h,rpar,rtol(n),atol(n),abstol,reltol,amp,freq

common /load/ amp,freq,tend

external fcn,jac,mas,solout

******//open input and data output files
call opfile
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******//initialize all variables
call init(y,n,abstol,reltol)

******//Vorbereitung fuer RADAU5
******//Preparation for RADAU5

******//initial time
t = 0.0d0

******//initial timestep size, 0.00001 by default
h = 1.0d-5

******//Please refer to the RADAU5 documentation
******//for the following parameters

rpar = 1.0d-6
ijac = 0
mljac = n
imas = 0
iout = 1
itol = 1
imas = 0
mlmas = 0
mumas = 0
idid = 0
do 10 i=1,20
iwork(i) = 0
work (i) = 0.0d0

10 continue
******//maximum number of allowed steps
iwork(2)= 500000
******//absolute tolerances and relative tolerances
do 50 i = 1,n
atol(i) = abstol
rtol(i) = reltol
50 continue

******//the real simulation starts here
******//mark the start time

call cpu_time(time_begin)

* sinewave load:
* call the solver for every 1/4 cycle of the sine wave so that
* the solver can estimate the step sizes more easily.
* do 40 i=1,int(4.0d0*tend*freq)
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* call radau5(n,fcn,(i-1)/freq/4.0d0,y,i/freq/4.0d0,h,

* Unknown load:
* call radau5(n,fcn,t,y,tend,h,

******//Apply a series of linear load
if (loadtype.eq.2) then

********//basefield and basetime are defined in load.for
********//They are for multiple linear loads

basefield = 0.0d0
basetime = 0.0d0
do i = 1,loadcount
currentload = i
print*,’’
print ’(A,I2,A,F9.2,A,F9.2,A)’,’Computing load #’,i,

& ’,t=[’,t,’,’,basetime+period(i),’]’
call radau5(n,fcn,t,y,basetime+period(i),h,

& rtol,atol,itol,
& jac,ijac,mljac,mujac,
& mas,imas,mlmas,mumas,
& solout,iout,
& work,lwork,iwork,liwork,rpar,ipar,idid)
h = 1.0d-5
basetime = basetime + period(i)
basefield = basefield + rate(i)*period(i)

end do
tend = t

endif

******//Mark the end time and calculate the CPU time
call cpu_time(time_end)
cputime = time_end-time_begin
print *,’’
print *,’’
print ’(A)’,’Solver ended successfully.’
print ’(A,f9.3,A)’,’CPU time: ’,cputime,’ second(s)’
print ’(A,f9.3)’,’CPU time/Sim time: ’,cputime/tend

******//close all data files
call clfile
stop
end
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c *********************************************************

subroutine init(y,n,atol,rtol)

implicit none

integer n,iodat

include ’quad.for’
include ’load.for’
integer itype,ifail,i,j
real*8 d01bbf
external d01bbf,d01baw,x01aaf,d01baz

******//vd: domain volume
******//tx(abbr. for TauX): relaxation time
real*8 temp0,pistar,pi(nia+nib),pt,ei(nia+nib)
real*8 s,vd,tx,gaussian(nia+nib)
real*8 amp,freq,xplus0,tend,y(n),atol,rtol
real*8 mathpi,boltzmann,x01aaf,nag_erf
real*8 sigma,sigma2,x

common /param/ temp0,ei,pi,pt,s,vd,tx
common /load/ amp,freq,tend
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) temp0,vd,tx,b,a
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) pistar,pt,s,b2,a2
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) amp,freq,xplus0,c
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
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read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) tend,atol,rtol

1001 format (5d14.6)
1002 format (i14,4d14.6)

******//Open the loading data file for reading
******//"load.in": load parameter input file

open (40,file = ’./load.in’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = iodat)
if (iodat.ne.0) then

print *,’....error opening loading input file...’
stop

endif
rewind (40)

******//get the type and number of loading
******//skip the first 2 lines of the input file
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003) loadtype,loadcount
if (loadtype .eq. 2) then
********//check for maximum indices
if (loadcount .gt. maxcount) then
print 1005,’ERROR: Too many input records. Only ’,
& maxcount,’records are allowed.’

stop
endif
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1004) (rate(i),period(i),i=1,loadcount)

endif
1003 format (2i14)
1004 format (2d14.6)
1005 format (a,i3,a)
close (40)

******//Mathematical & Physical constants:
boltzmann = 1.3806503d-23
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mathpi = x01aaf(mathpi)

******//Anfangswerte
******//Parameters and initial values:

b = 1/b
b2 = 1/b2

sigma = 1/sqrt(2*b)
sigma2 = 1/sqrt(2*b2)

******//The normalizing constant C
c = sqrt(b/mathpi)*sqrt(b2/mathpi)
& /((1+nag_erf(-a*sqrt(b)))/2.0d0
& -(1+nag_erf(-3*sigma*sqrt(b)))/2.0d0)

******//Weights and abscissae for both distributions
itype = 1
ifail = 0

call d01bbf(d01baz,a-3*sigma,a,itype,nia,weight,ei,ifail)

if (a+3*sigma.gt.0.0d0) then
call d01bbf(d01baz,a,0.0d0,itype,nib,

& weight(nia+1),ei(nia+1),ifail)
else
call d01bbf(d01baz,a,a+3*sigma,itype,nib,

& weight(nia+1),ei(nia+1),ifail)
endif

call d01bbf(d01baz,a2-3*sigma2,a2,
& itype,ni2,weight2,abscis2,ifail)

call d01bbf(d01baz,a2,a2+3*sigma2,
& itype,ni2,weight2(ni2+1),abscis2(ni2+1),ifail)

******//generate the distributions plot data
do i = 0,100

x = ei(nia)+real(i)*(ei(nia+1)-ei(nia))/100.0d0
write (60,2002) -x,exp(-b*(x-a)**2)*sqrt(b/mathpi)

end do
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do i = 0,100
x = abscis2(ni2)+real(i)*(abscis2(ni2+1)-abscis2(ni2))/100.0d0
write (70,2002) x,exp(-b2*(x-a2)**2)*sqrt(b2/mathpi)

end do

******//The format string for distributions plot data file
2002 format (2e15.6e3)

******//Initialize all the phase fractions
do i = 1,nia+nib
write (50,2001) i,-ei(i),

& exp(-b*(ei(i)-a)**2)*sqrt(b/mathpi),weight(i)
do j = 1,2*ni2
weightTable(i,j) = weight(i)*weight2(j)

& *exp(-b*(ei(i)-a)**2-b2*abscis2(j)**2)
if (abscis2(j).lt.0.0d0) then

y((j-1)*(nia+nib)+i) = 0.0d0
else
y((j-1)*(nia+nib)+i) = 1.0d0

endif
end do

end do

do 103 j = 1,2*ni2
write (80,2001) j,abscis2(j),

& exp(-b2*abscis2(j)**2)*sqrt(b2/mathpi),weight2(j)
103 continue

******//The format string for integration points plot data file
2001 format (i14,3e15.6e3)

return
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine mas(n,am,lmas)
return
end
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c *********************************************************

subroutine jac(n,t,y,dfy,ldfy)
return
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine fcn (n,t,y,f)

implicit none

include ’quad.for’
integer n,i
real*8 t,y(n),f(n)
real*8 xplus,ppm(2*(nia+nib)*ni2),pmp(2*(nia+nib)*ni2),efield

common /probab/ ppm,pmp

call electricfield(efield,t)
call probabilities(ppm,pmp,efield)

do 201 i = 1,n
f(i) = pmp(i)-y(i)*(ppm(i)+pmp(i))
201 continue

return
end

c ******************************************************************

subroutine solout (nr,told,t,y,cont,lrc,n,rpar,ipar,irtrn)

implicit none

include ’quad.for’
include ’load.for’

integer n,nr,irtrn,lrc,ipar,i
real*8 told,t,y(n),cont(lrc),rpar

real*8 efield,pol,xplus,xminus
real*8 ppm(2*(nia+nib)*ni2),pmp(2*(nia+nib)*ni2)
common /probab/ ppm,pmp
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call electricfield(efield,t)
call polarization(pol,efield,y)

******// note: xplus is now the phase fraction of the largest distribution
xplus = y((n+1)/2)
xminus = 1.0d0 - xplus

print ’(a,$)’,’.’
if(currentload.gt.1) then

write (30,3001) t,xplus,xminus,efield,pol,2.293d0*pol**2
endif
3001 format(6e15.6e3)

return
end

c ********************************************************************
******//this routine returns the electric field at time t

subroutine electricfield (efield,t)

implicit none

include ’quad.for’
include ’load.for’

real*8 efield,t,field
real*8 amp,freq,tend
real*8 mathpi,boltzmann
common /load/ amp,freq,tend
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

c efield = amp*sin(2.0d0*mathpi*freq*t)

efield = basefield + rate(currentload)*(t-basetime)

return
end

c ********************************************************************
******//calculate polarization from electric field and phase fraction
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subroutine polarization (pol,efield,xplus)

implicit none

include ’quad.for’

integer i,j
real*8 pol,efield,xplus(2*(nia+nib)*ni2)
real*8 temp0,ei(nia+nib),pi(nia+nib),pt,s,vd,tx
real*8 mathpi,boltzmann

common /param/ temp0,ei,pi,pt,s,vd,tx
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

******//Sum the integral
******//The weightTable has been initialized in init()
pol = 0.0d0
do 401 i = 1,nia+nib
do 402 j = 1,2*ni2

pol = pol+weightTable(i,j)
& *((efield+abscis2(j))/s
& +(xplus((j-1)*(nia+nib)+i)*2.0d0-1.0d0)*pt)

402 continue
401 continue

******//Normalize
pol = pol*c

return
end

c ********************************************************************

subroutine probabilities (ppm,pmp,efield)

implicit none

include ’quad.for’

integer i,j
real*8 ppm(2*(nia+nib)*ni2),pmp(2*(nia+nib)*ni2),efield
real*8 temp0,ei(nia+nib),pi(nia+nib),pt,s,vd,tx
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real*8 mathpi,boltzmann,derfcx
real*8 denom

common /param/ temp0,ei,pi,pt,s,vd,tx
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

******//denom is the common denominator in the equation
denom = sqrt(2.0d0*s*boltzmann*temp0/vd)

do 701 i = 1,nia+nib
do 702 j = 1,2*ni2
ppm((j-1)*(nia+nib)+i)=1/derfcx((ei(i)-(efield+abscis2(j)))
& /denom)/tx
pmp((j-1)*(nia+nib)+i)=1/derfcx((ei(i)+(efield+abscis2(j)))
& /denom)/tx

702 continue
701 continue

return
end

c ********************************************************************

subroutine opfile

implicit none

integer ioplot,iodat

* "pzt.in": parameter input file

open (20,file = ’./pzt.in’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = iodat )

if (iodat.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’......fehler beim oeffnen der Eingabedatei...’
print*,’......error opening input file...’

stop
endif
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rewind (20)

* "pztdisp.plt": plot data output file

open (30,file = ’./pztdisp.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’ ......fehler beim oeffnen der Plotdatei...’

print*,’......error opening plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (30)

* "abscis1.plt": gaussian distribution curve data ouput file

open (50,file = ’./abscis1.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’ ......fehler beim oeffnen der Plotdatei...’

print*,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (50)

* "dist1.plt": coercive field distribution curve data ouput file

open (60,file = ’./dist1.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’ ......fehler beim oeffnen der Plotdatei...’

print*,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
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stop
endif

rewind (60)

* "dist2.plt": effective field distribution curve data ouput file

open (70,file = ’./dist2.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’ ......fehler beim oeffnen der Plotdatei...’

print*,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (70)

* "abscis2.plt": gaussian distribution curve data ouput file

open (80,file = ’./abscis2.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
c -----> print*,’ ......fehler beim oeffnen der Plotdatei...’

print*,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (80)

return
end

c *******************************************************************

subroutine clfile
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implicit none

close (20)
close (30)
close (50)

close (60)
close (70)
close (80)

return
end

c *******************************************************************
c error function wrapper
c function name changed to nag_erf, which is what this function is
c called in the NAG F90 Library.

real*8 function nag_erf (x)

implicit none

integer ifail
real*8 x,s15aef

nag_erf = s15aef(x,ifail)

return
end

c *******************************************************************
c complementary error function wrapper
c function name changed to nag_erfc, which is what this function is
c called in the NAG F90 Library.

real*8 function nag_erfc (x)

implicit none

integer ifail
real*8 x,s15adf
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ifail = 0
nag_erfc = s15adf(x,ifail)

return
end

Additional include files:
load.for

integer loadtype,loadcount,currentload,maxcount
parameter (maxcount = 30)
real*8 rate(maxcount), period(maxcount), basefield, basetime
common /loading/ basefield,basetime,rate,period,
& loadtype,loadcount,currentload

quad.for

integer nia,nib,ni2
parameter (nia = 10,nib = 6,ni2 = 8)
real*8 weightTable(nia+nib,2*ni2)
real*8 weight(nia+nib),b,a,weight2(2*ni2)
real*8 abscis2(2*ni2),b2,a2,c
common /gauss/ weightTable,weight,b,a,weight2,abscis2,b2,a2,c
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A.2 Parametrization Method

Main program:

c PZT Simulation Program V.7.4
c
c Revision: 20030713
c
c CODE FREEZE
c

include ’specfun.fi’

program pztdisp

implicit none
include ’distrib.fi’
include ’linload.fi’

include ’history.fi’

******//variables to track the time consumed.
real*8 time_begin,time_end,cputime,simtime

integer n,lwork,liwork
parameter (n=1,lwork=4*n*n+12*n+20,liwork=3*n+20)

integer ijac,mljac,imas,iout,itol,mlmas,mumas,idid,i,mujac,ipar
real*8 y(n),work(lwork)
integer iwork(liwork)
real*8 t,tend,h,rpar,rtol(n),atol(n),abstol,reltol,amp,freq

real*8 temp1,temp2,temp3,temp4

common /load/ amp,freq,tend

external fcn,jac,mas,solout,soloutdummy

******//open input and data output files
call openfile

******//initialize all variables
call init(y,n,abstol,reltol)

******//Preparation for RADAU5
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******//initial time
t = 0.0d0

******//initial timestep size, 0.00001 by default
h = 1.0d-5

******//Please refer to the RADAU5 documentation
******//for the following parameters

rpar = 1.0d-6
ijac = 0
mljac = n
imas = 0
iout = 1
itol = 1
imas = 0
mlmas = 0
mumas = 0
idid = 0

do i=1,20
iwork(i) = 0
work (i) = 0.0d0

end do

******//maximum number of allowed steps
iwork(2)= 500000

******//absolute tolerances and relative tolerances
do i = 1,n
atol(i) = abstol
rtol(i) = reltol

end do

******//set virgin curve
if (.true.) then

temp1 = loadtype
loadtype = 3

call radau5(n,fcn,t,y,1.0d0,h,
& rtol,atol,itol,
& jac,ijac,mljac,mujac,
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& mas,imas,mlmas,mumas,
& soloutdummy,iout,
& work,lwork,iwork,liwork,rpar,ipar,idid)

t = 0.0d0
h = 1.0d-5

loadtype = temp1

endif

******//the real simulation starts here
******//mark the start time

call cpu_time(time_begin)

if (loadtype.eq.1) then
********//Apply a series of sinusoidal load

call radau5(n,fcn,t,y,tend,h,
& rtol,atol,itol,
& jac,ijac,mljac,mujac,
& mas,imas,mlmas,mumas,
& solout,iout,
& work,lwork,iwork,liwork,rpar,ipar,idid)

elseif (loadtype.eq.2) then
********//Apply a series of linear load
********//basefield and basetime are defined in linload.fi
********//for multiple linear loads

basefield = 0.0d0
basetime = 0.0d0
do i = 1,loadcount
currentload = i
print ’(A)’,

& ’----------------------------------------------------’
print ’(A,I2,A,F9.2,A,F9.2,A)’,’Computing linear load #’,i,

& ’,t=[’,t,’,’,basetime+period(i),’]’
call radau5(n,fcn,t,y,basetime+period(i),h,

& rtol,atol,itol,
& jac,ijac,mljac,mujac,
& mas,imas,mlmas,mumas,
& solout,iout,
& work,lwork,iwork,liwork,rpar,ipar,idid)
basetime = basetime + period(i)
basefield = basefield + rate(i)*period(i)
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end do
tend = t

end if

******//Mark the end time and calculate the CPU time
call cpu_time(time_end)
cputime = time_end-time_begin

print *,’’
print ’(A)’,’============== End of computation =================’

print ’(A,E30.20)’,’xplus = ’,y(1)
print ’(A,f9.3,A)’,’CPU time: ’,cputime,’ second(s)’
print ’(A,f9.3)’,’CPU time/Sim time: ’,cputime/tend

******//close all data files
call closefile
stop
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine init(y,n,atol,rtol)

implicit none

integer n,iodat

include ’distrib.fi’
include ’linload.fi’
include ’history.fi’
integer itype,ifail,i,j
external x01aaf

******//vd: domain volume
******//tx(abbr. for TauX): relaxation time

real*8 temp0,pistar,pt,ei
real*8 s,vd,tx
real*8 amp,freq,tend,y(n),atol,rtol
real*8 ppm,pmp
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real*8 mathpi,boltzmann,x01aaf,derfc
real*8 sigma,sigma2,x
real*8 ec_sat

common /param/ temp0,ei,pt,s,vd,tx
common /load/ amp,freq,tend
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann
common /probab/ ppm,pmp

read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) temp0,vd,tx,b,a
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) pistar,pt,s,b2,a2
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) amp,freq,y(1),c,ec_sat
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001)
read (20,1001) tend,atol,rtol

1001 format (5d14.6)
1002 format (i14,4d14.6)

******//get the type and number of loading
******//skip the first 2 comment lines of the input file
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003) loadtype,loadcount
if (loadtype .eq. 2) then
********//check for maximum number
if (loadcount .gt. maxcount) then
print ’(a,i3,a)’,’ERROR: Too many input records. Only ’,
& maxcount,’records are allowed.’

stop
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endif
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1003)
read (40,1004) (rate(i),period(i),i=1,loadcount)

endif
1003 format (2i14)
1004 format (2d14.6)

******//Mathematical & Physical constants:
boltzmann = 1.3806503d-23
mathpi = x01aaf(0.0d0)

******//Parameters and initial values:

sigma = sqrt(0.5d0*b)
sigma2 = sqrt(0.5d0*b2)

******//The normalizing constant C
c = 0.5d0*derfc(a/sqrt(b))

******//Weights and abscissae for both distributions
itype = 1
ifail = 0

******//generate the distributions plot data
do i = 0,int(-(a-3*sigma)/100.0d0)
x = a-3*sigma+real(i)*100.0d0
write (60,2002) x,exp(-(x-a)**2/b)/sqrt(b*mathpi)

end do

do i = 0,int(-(a-3*sigma2)/100.0d0)
x = a2-3*sigma2+real(i)*100.0d0
write (70,2002) x,exp(-(x-a2)**2/b2)/sqrt(b2*mathpi)

end do

******//The format string for distribution plot data files
2002 format (2e15.6e3)

y(1) = 0.0d0
prev_xplus = 0.0d0
prev_ec = -ec_sat
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prev_dir = INC

indexL = 1
indexH = 1

xplusL(1) = 0.0d0
bplusL(1) = -ec_sat

xplusH(1) = 1.0d0
bplusH(1) = ec_sat

return
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine mas(n,am,lmas)
return
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine jac(n,t,y,dfy,ldfy)
return
end

c *********************************************************
******//phase fractions should never reach 0.0 or 1.0 so as not
******//to crash the ODE or the inverse complementary error function
******//or some other shape functions.

subroutine trimfraction(x)

implicit none

real*8 ZERO,ONE,x
parameter (ZERO = 0.0d0,ONE = 1.0d0)

if (x.lt.ZERO) then

x = ZERO
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elseif (x.gt.ONE) then

x = ONE

endif

return
end

c *********************************************************

subroutine fcn (n,t,y,f)

implicit none

include ’distrib.fi’
include ’history.fi’

integer n
real*8 t,y(n),f(n),e,ec,emean
real*8 xplus,ppm,pmp

common /probab/ ppm,pmp

call trimfraction(y(1))

xplus = y(1)

call electricfield(e,t)
call coercivefield(ec,xplus)
call probabilities(ppm,pmp,e,ec)

f(1) = pmp - xplus*(ppm+pmp)

return
end

c ******************************************************************

subroutine soloutdummy (nr,told,t,y,cont,lrc,n,rpar,ipar,irtrn)

implicit none

include ’history.fi’
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integer n,nr,irtrn,lrc,ipar,i
real*8 told,t,y(n),cont(lrc),rpar

real*8 e,ec,xplus,xminus,pol
real*8 ppm,pmp
common /probab/ ppm,pmp
integer curr_dir

call trimfraction(y(1))

xplus = y(1)
xminus = 1.0d0-xplus

call electricfield(e,t)
call coercivefield(ec,xplus)
call probabilities(ppm,pmp,e,ec)
call polarization(pol,e,xplus)

******// Judge the direction of loading from the change in phase fraction.
******// If there is no change, assume the previous direction.

if (xplus.gt.prev_xplus) then

curr_dir = INC

elseif (xplus.lt.prev_xplus) then

curr_dir = DEC

else

curr_dir = prev_dir

endif

******// If we are changing direction, update number of records
if (curr_dir.ne.prev_dir) then

prev_dir = curr_dir

if (curr_dir.eq.INC) then

if (indexL.eq.HISTORYSIZE) stop ’History array overflow’
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indexL = indexL + 1
xplusL(indexL) = prev_xplus

bplusL(indexL) = prev_ec

print ’(A,E24.16)’,’DEC to INC at X+ = ’,prev_xplus
c print ’(A,E24.16)’,’Current X+ = ’,xplus

elseif (curr_dir.eq.DEC) then

if (indexH.eq.HISTORYSIZE) stop ’History array overflow’
indexH = indexH + 1

xplusH(indexH) = prev_xplus
bplusH(indexH) = prev_ec

print ’(A,E24.16)’,’INC to DEC at X+ = ’,prev_xplus
c print ’(A,E24.16)’,’Current X+ = ’,xplus

endif

endif

******// Close minor loops

if (xplus.gt.xplusH(indexH)) then

**********// Underflow has rarely occured, so this check is mostly
**********// redundant. It’s needed only when xplusL(1) and xplusH(1)
**********// are not zeros.

if (indexL.eq.1.or.indexH.eq.1) stop ’History array underflow’
indexL = indexL - 1
indexH = indexH - 1

elseif (xplus.lt.xplusL(indexL)) then

if (indexL.eq.1.or.indexH.eq.1) stop ’History array underflow’
indexL = indexL - 1
indexH = indexH - 1

endif

prev_xplus = xplus
prev_ec = ec
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prev_pol = pol

return
end

subroutine solout (nr,told,t,y,cont,lrc,n,rpar,ipar,irtrn)

implicit none

include ’history.fi’
integer n,nr,irtrn,lrc,ipar,i
real*8 told,t,y(n),cont(lrc),rpar

real*8 e,ec,xplus,xminus,pol
real*8 ppm,pmp
common /probab/ ppm,pmp
integer curr_dir

call trimfraction(y(1))

xplus = y(1)
xminus = 1.0d0-xplus

call electricfield(e,t)
call coercivefield(ec,xplus)
call probabilities(ppm,pmp,e,ec)
call polarization(pol,e,xplus)

******// Judge the direction of loading from the change in phase fraction.
******// If there is no change, assume the previous direction.

if (xplus.gt.prev_xplus) then

curr_dir = INC

elseif (xplus.lt.prev_xplus) then

curr_dir = DEC

else

curr_dir = prev_dir
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endif

******// If we are changing direction, update number of records
if (curr_dir.ne.prev_dir) then

if (curr_dir.eq.INC) then

if (indexL.eq.HISTORYSIZE) stop ’History array overflow’
indexL = indexL + 1

xplusL(indexL) = prev_xplus
bplusL(indexL) = prev_ec

print ’(A,E24.16)’,’DEC to INC at X+ = ’,prev_xplus

elseif (curr_dir.eq.DEC) then

if (indexH.eq.HISTORYSIZE) stop ’History array overflow’
indexH = indexH + 1

xplusH(indexH) = prev_xplus
bplusH(indexH) = prev_ec

print ’(A,E24.16)’,’INC to DEC at X+ = ’,prev_xplus

endif

********//Print out the state of the history array
print ’(A,I3,e30.20)’,’xplusL: ’,indexL,xplusL(indexL),

& ’xplusH: ’,indexH,xplusH(indexH)
print ’(A,I3,e30.20)’,’bplusL: ’,indexL,bplusL(indexL),

& ’bplusH: ’,indexH,bplusH(indexH)

endif

******// Close minor loops

if (xplus.gt.xplusH(indexH)
& .and.indexL.gt.1.and.indexH.gt.1) then

print ’(A)’,’Closing a minor loop when ascending’
indexL = indexL - 1
indexH = indexH - 1
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elseif (xplus.lt.xplusL(indexL)
& .and.indexL.gt.1.and.indexH.gt.1) then

print ’(A)’,’Closing a minor loop when descending’
indexL = indexL - 1
indexH = indexH - 1

endif

write (30,3001) t,xplus,xminus,e,pol,2.293*pol**2,ppm,pmp,
& ppm-pmp,ec,prev_ec

3001 format(14e30.20e3)

prev_dir = curr_dir
prev_xplus = xplus

prev_ec = ec
prev_pol = pol

return
end

c ********************************************************************
******//electric field at time t
subroutine electricfield (e,t)

implicit none

include ’linload.fi’

real*8 e,t

real*8 amp,freq,tend
common /load/ amp,freq,tend

real*8 mathpi,boltzmann
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

if (loadtype.eq.1) then

e = amp*sin(2.0d0*mathpi*freq*t)
& *(tend-t)/tend
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c & +amp*t/tend

elseif (loadtype.eq.2) then

e = basefield + rate(currentload)*(t-basetime)

elseif (loadtype.eq.3) then

e = amp*sin(2.0d0*mathpi*10*t)
& *(1.0d0-t)/1.0d0

end if

return
end

c ********************************************************************
******//calculate polarization from electric field and phase fraction

subroutine polarization (pol,e,xplus)

implicit none

include ’distrib.fi’
real*8 pol,e,xplus
real*8 temp0,ei,pt,s,vd,tx
common /param/ temp0,ei,pt,s,vd,tx

pol = e/s + (2.0d0*xplus-1.0d0)*pt

return
end

c ********************************************************************

subroutine probabilities (ppm,pmp,e,ec)

implicit none

real*8 ppm,pmp,e,ec
real*8 denom,derfcx
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real*8 temp0,ei,pt,s,vd,tx
common /param/ temp0,ei,pt,s,vd,tx
real*8 mathpi,boltzmann
common /const/ mathpi,boltzmann

******//denom is the common denominator of the term inside derfcx()
denom = sqrt(2.0d0*s*boltzmann*temp0/vd)
pmp = 1/derfcx((e-ec)/denom)/tx
ppm = 1/derfcx((ec-e)/denom)/tx

return
end

c ********************************************************************

subroutine coercivefield(ec,xplus)

implicit none
include ’history.fi’
integer direction,iL,iH
real*8 derfc,dierfc
real*8 ec,xplus,bmean,blower,bupper,basepoint
real*8 x,xlower,xupper,xtemp,prev_xminus,xminus
real*8 scale,s1,s2

scale = 0.9d0
bmean = 0.5d6

iL = indexL
iH = indexH

if (xplus.gt.xplusH(iH)) then

direction = INC
do while (xplus.gt.xplusH(iH))

iH = iH - 1
end do
blower = bplusH(iH+1)
bupper = bplusH(iH)

xtemp = (xplus-xplusH(iH+1))
& /(xplusH(iH)-xplusH(iH+1))
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elseif (xplus.lt.xplusL(iL)) then

direction = DEC
do while (xplus.lt.xplusL(iL))

iL = iL - 1
end do
blower = bplusL(iL)
bupper = bplusL(iL+1)

xtemp = (xplus-xplusL(iL))
& /(xplusL(iL+1)-xplusL(iL))

elseif (xplus.eq.xplusL(iL)) then

ec = bplusL(iL)
return

elseif (xplus.eq.xplusH(iH)) then

ec = bplusH(iH)
return

elseif (xplus.gt.prev_xplus) then

direction = INC
blower = prev_ec

bupper = bplusH(iH)
xtemp = (xplus-prev_xplus)

& /(xplusH(iH)-prev_xplus)

elseif (xplus.lt.prev_xplus) then

direction = DEC
bupper = prev_ec

blower = bplusL(iL)
xtemp = (xplus-xplusL(iL))

& /(prev_xplus-xplusL(iL))

else

ec = prev_ec
return
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endif

******//translate coordinates

******//shapefunction using inverse error function
c if(.false.)then

if (direction.eq.INC) then

czjh**//these are special parameters to fit the cigars
c scale = 2.8d0 !2.4d0
c bmean = 0.25e6

xlower = derfc((1.0d0-blower/bmean)/scale)
xupper = derfc((1.0d0-bupper/bmean)/scale)

call trimfraction(xtemp)
x = xlower + xtemp*(xupper-xlower)
ec = bmean*(1.0d0-scale*dierfc(x))

else

c scale = 1.1d0 !1.25d0
c bmean = 0.9e6

xlower = derfc((-1.0d0-blower/bmean)/scale)
xupper = derfc((-1.0d0-bupper/bmean)/scale)

call trimfraction(xtemp)
x = xlower + xtemp*(xupper-xlower)

ec = bmean*(-1.0d0-scale*dierfc(x))

endif
c endif

******//shapefunction using tangent function
if(.false.)then

s1 = 0.3
s2 = 1.57

if (direction.eq.INC) then

c bmean = 0.3e6
c s1 = 1.5
c s2 = 1.0

xlower = 0.5d0*(atan((blower/bmean-1.0d0)/s1)/s2+1.0d0)
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xupper = 0.5d0*(atan((bupper/bmean-1.0d0)/s1)/s2+1.0d0)
call trimfraction(xtemp)

x = xlower + xtemp*(xupper-xlower)
ec = bmean*(1.0d0+s1*tan(s2*(2.0d0*x-1)))

else

c bmean = 0.5e6
c s1 = 0.4
c s2 = 1.2

xlower = 0.5d0*(atan((blower/bmean+1.0d0)/s1)/s2+1.0d0)
xupper = 0.5d0*(atan((bupper/bmean+1.0d0)/s1)/s2+1.0d0)

call trimfraction(xtemp)
x = xlower + xtemp*(xupper-xlower)
ec = bmean*(-1.0d0+s1*tan(s2*(2.0d0*x-1)))

endif
endif

******// This should not happen but if it does...
if (xplus.lt.prev_xplus.and.ec.gt.prev_ec) stop ’grrr!’
if (xplus.gt.prev_xplus.and.ec.lt.prev_ec) stop ’grrr!’

return
end

c ********************************************************************

subroutine openfile

implicit none

integer ioplot,iodat

* "pzt.in": parameter input file

open (20,file = ’./pzt.in’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = iodat )

if (iodat.ne.0) then
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print *,’......error opening input file...’
stop

endif

rewind (20)

* "pztdisp.plt": plot data output file

open (30,file = ’./pztdisp.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
print *,’......error opening plot file...’
stop

endif

rewind (30)

******//Open the loading data file for reading
******//"load.in": load parameter input file

open (40,file = ’./load.in’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = iodat)

if (iodat.ne.0) then
print *,’....error opening loading input file...’

stop
endif

rewind (40)

* "gaussian.plt": gaussian distribution curve data ouput file

open (50,file = ’./gaussian.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
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print *,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (50)

* "dist1.plt": coercive field distribution curve data ouput file

open (60,file = ’./dist1.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
print *,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (60)

* "dist2.plt": effective field distribution curve data ouput file

open (70,file = ’./dist2.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
print *,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (70)

* "abscis2.plt": gaussian distribution curve data ouput file

open (80,file = ’./abscis2.plt’,
& form = ’formatted’,
& status = ’unknown’,
& iostat = ioplot )

if (ioplot.ne.0) then
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print *,’......error opening gaussian plot file...’
stop
endif

rewind (80)

return
end

c *******************************************************************

subroutine closefile

implicit none

close (20)
close (30)

close (40)
close (50)

close (60)
close (70)
close (80)

return
end

Additional include files:
distrib.fi

real*8 a,b,c,a2,b2,c2
common /distribution/ a,b,c,a2,b2,c2

history.fi

****** Variables for the history stack

integer HISTORYSIZE,INC,DEC,indexL,indexH
parameter (HISTORYSIZE = 100000,INC = 1,DEC = -1)
real*8 xplusL(HISTORYSIZE),xplusH(HISTORYSIZE)
real*8 eplusL(HISTORYSIZE),eplusH(HISTORYSIZE)
real*8 bplusL(HISTORYSIZE),bplusH(HISTORYSIZE)
real*8 prev_dir,prev_pol,prev_xplus,prev_ec
common /history/ xplusL,xplusH,eplusL,eplusH,bplusL,bplusH,

& indexL,indexH,prev_dir,prev_pol,prev_xplus,prev_ec
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linload.fi

integer loadtype,loadcount,currentload,maxcount
parameter (maxcount = 100)
real*8 rate(maxcount), period(maxcount), basefield, basetime
common /loading/ basefield,basetime,rate,period,
& loadtype,loadcount,currentload
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Matlab Model and Control Script

B.1 Simulink Model for the Sinusoidal Load Experiments
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Figure B.1: Main model for simusoidal load experiments
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Figure B.2: Signal generation part of the model for simusoidal loads.
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Figure B.3: Subsystem for generating the sinusoidal signal with changing amplitudes and
offsets.
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B.2 Matlab Control Script for the Model

disp(’Sinusoidal experiments running.’);

clear all;

dischargetime = 30;

xsin = 0;
asin = 1;
bsin = 2;
csin = 3;
dsin = 4;
filename_prefix = ’raw’;
maxfreqhz = 100; % use 1 for xsin, 100 for abcd.

looptypes = [xsin];%[asin bsin csin dsin];

%butterflies:
x_freqhzs = [0.1 1];
x_rev_points = [-150];% actually unused.

%cigars:
a_freqhzs = [0.1 1 10 100];
a_rev_points = [-40 -20 0 20 50 100];

b_freqhzs = [0.1 1 10 100];
b_rev_points = [-20 0 20 50 100 150];

c_freqhzs = [0.1 1 10 100];
c_rev_points = [-40 -20 0 20 50 100];

d_freqhzs = [0.1 1 10 100];
d_rev_points = [20 50 100 150];

for kr = 1:length(looptypes)

looptypeid = looptypes(kr);
if (looptypeid == xsin)

looptype = ’xsin’;
freqhzs = x_freqhzs;
rev_points = x_rev_points;
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elseif (looptypeid == asin)
looptype = ’asin’;
freqhzs = a_freqhzs;
rev_points = a_rev_points;

elseif (looptypeid == bsin)
looptype = ’bsin’;
freqhzs = b_freqhzs;
rev_points = b_rev_points;

elseif (looptypeid == csin)
looptype = ’csin’;
freqhzs = c_freqhzs;
rev_points = c_rev_points;

elseif (looptypeid == dsin)
looptype = ’dsin’;
freqhzs = d_freqhzs;
rev_points = d_rev_points;

end

for ir = 1:length(freqhzs)
for jr = 1:length(rev_points)

% define target application parameters
appname = ’pzt_analog_sine’;
sampletime = 0.00005;

% define experiment parameters
fs = 1/sampletime; % fs is the sampling frequency.
v_start = 150;

freqhz = freqhzs(ir);
rev_point = rev_points(jr);
if (looptypeid == xsin)

v_setpoints = [-v_start v_start];
% no more than 10 setpoints.
% to have more, change the model block.
elseif (looptypeid == asin)

v_setpoints = [rev_point v_start];
elseif (looptypeid == bsin)

v_setpoints = [-40 rev_point -40];
elseif (looptypeid == csin)

v_setpoints = [rev_point rev_point+50 rev_point];
elseif (looptypeid == dsin)
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v_setpoints = [-40 rev_point rev_point-50 rev_point];
end

inittime = 5.0; % time for the voltage to rise from zero to v_start.
inithold = 10.0; % time to hold at v_start before the experiment.
endhold = 10.0; % time to hold after reaching the last voltage.
returntime = 5.0; % time for the voltage to return to zero.
exptime = length(v_setpoints)*0.5/freqhz; % duration of the real experiment.

timearray = [0 (inittime+inithold) (inittime+inithold)
(inittime+inithold+0.5/freqhz)];

amplitudes = [v_start/2 v_start/2 abs(v_setpoints(1)-v_start)/2
abs(v_setpoints(1)-v_start)/2];

biases = [v_start/2 v_start/2 (v_setpoints(1)+v_start)/2
(v_setpoints(1)+v_start)/2];

for i = 2:length(v_setpoints)
timearray(2*i+1) = timearray(2*i);
timearray(2*i+2) = timearray(2*i)+0.5/freqhz;
amplitudes(2*i+1) = abs(v_setpoints(i)-v_setpoints(i-1))/2;
amplitudes(2*i+2) = abs(v_setpoints(i)-v_setpoints(i-1))/2;
biases(2*i+1) = (v_setpoints(i)+v_setpoints(i-1))/2;
biases(2*i+2) = (v_setpoints(i)+v_setpoints(i-1))/2;

end

timearray = [timearray timearray(length(timearray))
*ones(1,22-length(timearray))];

amplitudes = [amplitudes amplitudes(length(amplitudes))
*ones(1,22-length(amplitudes))];

biases = [biases biases(length(biases))
*ones(1,22-length(biases))];

dec_factor = maxfreqhz/freqhz;
fs = fs/dec_factor;

stoptime = inittime + inithold + exptime + endhold + returntime;

% initialize target;
tg = xpc;
if(strcmp(tg.Application,appname)~=1)

tg.load(appname);
pause(5.0);
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end

tg.set(’p10’,inittime+inithold);
tg.set(’p11’,inittime+inithold+exptime+endhold);
tg.set(’p12’,returntime);
tg.set(’p13’,v_setpoints(length(v_setpoints)));
tg.set(’p14’,inittime+inithold+exptime+endhold);
tg.set(’p15’,timearray);
tg.set(’p16’,amplitudes);
tg.set(’p17’,timearray);
tg.set(’p18’,biases);
tg.set(’p19’,inittime+inithold);
tg.set(’p20’,freqhz);
tg.set(’p21’,v_start);
tg.set(’p22’,inittime);
tg.set(’p23’,inittime);
tg.set(’p24’,inittime+inithold+exptime);

% execute target application;
tg.stoptime = stoptime;
%tg.sampletime = sampletime;
tg.start;
pause(stoptime+5.0);

% download application results;
results = [tg.TimeLog,tg.OutputLog];
results = results(1:dec_factor:length(results),:);

% postprocess;
%time = results(:,1);
%displacement = results(:,2);
%voltage = results(:,3);
%ampvoltage = results(:,4);
%ampcurrent = results(:,5);
%refvoltage = results(:,6);

filename = sprintf(’%s_type_%s_fs_%g_freqhz_%g_rev_%d.txt’,
filename_prefix,looptype,fs,freqhz,rev_point);

save(filename,’results’,’-ASCII’);

tg = xpc;
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tg.load(’discharger’);
pause(5.0);
tg.stoptime = dischargetime;
tg.start;
pause(dischargetime+5.0);
tg.reboot;
pause(60.0);

end
end
end

disp(’Experiments Finished.’);


